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THAT'S RIGHT BOYS, ‘
OVER THE TOP!  _

| WANT To oo FOR A SNAP ELECTION" »
AND CLINGLON TOIPOWER 0|\| YOUR aacks, '

YOUR DEATHS WON'T BE FOR NOTHING!
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Altemative Economic Strategy, Print, Rail, Poland,Ru L e,
,Manageme,nt, Technology, Council Communism, IDB Conference,
Assemblies. more tiny unreadable type than ever before, ho hum
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President Leopoldo Galtrerr _ Margaret Thatcher, P.M.
‘The Presidential Palace 10, Downing Street
Buenos Aires E London S.W.1.
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THREE OFMY MATES WERE KILLED ‘ at E I I

LET S BURN
THE FUCKER

INGING UP SOME POLITICIANS
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FOR TH|$ FUCK|NG FLAG - ays had the greatest admiration foi‘ yourself and your
grme, we seem to share so many of the same ideas!

However, we have been having a lotiofitroublelately, as I .hear you‘
have too. You know the sort of thing", the ungrateful scum we rule
rioting, subversiveseconstantly plotting against us,“the usual‘ trouble

_a firm strong government encounters. Like your good self, we‘ve tried
all the usual things, repressive legislation, police murders, state
terrorism, but things get no better. i H
However, I think I‘ve thought of a mutually beneficial solution to our,
troubles. ' ‘ ' . I
As you’ve probably heard, we’ve-1 been progressively building up our
armed forces, (you never knowwhen ~they’ll be needed), people are
starting to wonder what lt’s all for, and of course, you must be -awareh
of all that military hardware we ‘ye sold you, to protect yourself against
internal unrest _and the International Communist Conspiracy.§
And you must be aware that your nation has laid “claim _to_our.Fa1kland.
Isles ever since our friend Juan Peron took control, of your country 5
Well what Pm suggesting is that we hold a war, as soon as is ‘convenient.
‘There’s nothing like war and blind nationalism to take thelrabblesg

"1 I

minds off how we exploit them, and I thinkthis will help us both not
end. Of course, we’ll need to lose a few ships and soldiers, and a lot of I
-Falkland Islanders will be killed, but l’m sure you will agree the ends?
will justify the means. - ' '~ I"1
Naturally, we’ll have to “win” in the worlds eyes, but we’ll let -you earn I
a reputation as a tough government too. Besides, when its over we can
arrange to share all the minerals that lie under the sea there, and furthers
strengthen our regimes, and when the fuss has died down we can carry
on selling you all the arms you need. .
Time is of the essence, as we have an election on May 6th, and I want
to get as many people rallying around me as possible by then. By the
way, if‘ you want to get a better reputation internationally, drop round
for‘"a chat about elections, they’re nothing to be afraid of, and the mob
fall for it all the time, it’s kept us in control for centuries.
So you are cordially invited to- a war, off the Falkland Isles, in a couple
of weeks.

Yours
R_S_y_p_ Margaret Thatcher
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y LONDON WORKERS GROUP '

The London Workers Group is an open group of militants working or unemployed in the London area. \_Ve
meet every Tuesday night -- see details below. All meetings are open and anyone is welcome to attend except
party recruiters. ‘Our aim is to establish and encourage communication between workersin different industries
and workplaces in order to :

1. learn from each others experiences and develop our understanding of industry and trade unions within
capitalist society. I

2. encourage tlie establishment of autonomous workers groups within workplaces and amongst the
unemployed. The purpose of these groups is to encourage solidarity and to work to spread and intensify
strugges. This process implies working for a wider understanding of the need for a revolutionary approach
to work and the class struggle.

3. seek out and maintain links with other revolutionaries. We encourage the formation of open regonally
based groups of revolutionaries to complement workplace groups and activities. The purpose of these
groups is to overcome the isolation of individuals or goups of revolutionaries, in workplaces or
unemployed, and thus assist them to strengthen and develop their activities as revolutionaries through
practical solidarity. To this end

.4. produce propaganda including a bulletin containing industrial news, workplace reports, analyses and
theoretical articles.

5. and provide support where asked for.

The LWG meets weekly at the Metropolitan Pub, 95_Farringdon Rd, EC1.(TWO mini
f1'°m Fa1'1'inB‘5~°n l?“b¢‘~‘)- Lvery 4--6 weeks we hold at public meeting on a previously

-Iadvertised subject. Meetings at 8.15 pm.

-I

CONTACT US C/O: ll LEYDEN ST. .E.l (Poet Only).

-r

CONTENTS

Alternative Economic Strategy Page One is Workers Self-Management Just Self Abuse (Two) Page Fourteen
Iob Reports Print Page Four industrial Technology--Less or None ? Page Sixteen

Rail Page Seven Council Comrnumsm Today Page Ntneteen
Holidays in Poland Page Eight In the Course of Time Page Twenty-Two
Country Life Page Ten international Discussion Bulletin Page Twenty-Two
No Job Report Page Eleven Toulouse Conference Report Page Twenty-Four

ls Workers Self-Management Just Self Abuse (One) Page Twelve More on bloody Assemblies in Spain Page Twenty-Five

It’s been nine months since the last issue of the bulletin, but you can stop holding your breaths now comrades. . . . ‘E . er,
comrades . . . .hullo . . . comrades? . . . . '

Anyhow-its the usual old ragbag . . . . . . . dynamic accounts of proletarian self-activity and deep theoretical rubbi insights.
Our cover was ripped off from a poster produced by someone in Unpopular Books and the letter from Margaret Thatcher was
sent to~us by Toxic Graffitti and also ripped off. Our thanks to both of them.

The two pieces on Self-Management were rewritten from the two presentations at our meeting on the subject -- the best
we've had in some time. The article on the ABS started life as a similar presentation -- but then got out of control."

If you're not on the mailing list to receive the bulletin or details of advertised meetings drop us a line. We’d love any
contributions to the ongoing task of making the LWG bulletin -- the only bulletin in the world produced by the LWG ! -- even
more unique. Comments and criticisms are also appreciated.

We’ve heard from a couple of people that they never received replies to letters sent to_ us. If you write please note the
address above -- however if this is our fault our sincere apologies. '

Financial contributions to the bulletin - especially towards postage - gratefully received. However if you know of
anyone who’d like to receive it let us (or them) know. After all it’s free. s -

This issue represents yet another advance ht technologr being paiitly typeset before being electro-stencilled and run off
on our wonderful duplicator. Anyone wanting duplicating done -~ not fascist or reactionary material obviously —- please
contact us. K ‘

1

Unpopular books are a non-profit mail order book and pamphlet distributors and.publishers which are setting them-
selves up at the moment. The intention is to produce a catalogue/review three times a year, listing books and pamphlets
available - but also containing articles, reviews, even a few jokes. The first catalogue is in production at the moment (in
fact as soon as I've typed this Pve got to type some more of it). ‘If you want a copy its free -- just send us a 20%p stamp
to cover postage. It will be worth it. Over the summer we’ll be publishing a number of pamphlets, hopefully of interest
to LWG~ bulletin readers. The first -- a reprint of ‘A Modest Proposal for How the Bad Old Days Will End’ is available now
(28p inc. post). g g

Unpopular Books , CILB, Metropolitan lunar-f, Wapping wall, London, El.
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Alternative Economic Strategy  
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In recent months there has been renewed spec-
ulation about the imminent demise of the Labour
Party. Whatever. the reasons advanced -- Foot’s
charismatic leadership, the challenge of an even more
mediocre centrist leadership in the SDP, the right
wing victory over the left, or the failure of the right
wing to defeat the left etc. etc. -- Labour seems to
have become an outside chance as an election winner.
Doubts even extend to the viability of Labourism as
a candidate for future govermnent at all, as its work-
ing class vote shrinks, and the collapse of the Left’s
“Forward March” (which peaked with Benn’s defeat
in the deputy leadership elections ), and of the
evangelical force of born again labourism among the

|-

_ It’s certainly too mt-ly to write Labour off as an elect-
oral force. Afterall, one strateg on its ‘hard’ left anticipates a
second,_ even third, term of opposition, awinst the torim or a
centrkt coalition, in the process destroying the current leader-
ship, allowing time for a credible left leadership to replace it,
and for the build up of social and economic conditions desp-
erate enough to‘ stir that popular discontent, inface of which a
(by current standards extremht) left alternative strategy will
become politically acceptable. Of course this is all far too risky
for the majority of Labour politicians, who are interested in
the rewards of power right now. But even laying ankle the pipe
dreams of these ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ demagogues as a lot of
(crystal) balls, -theré seems no especial reason why Labour
shouldn’t take its turn as government in the future. Though of
course anything is possible from a party which can elect a
compost heap as its leader. .

Ifwc HIE right in arguingthat theAESisstillathreatto
the working. clam, it ’s necmsary to understand that this threat
has two separate g thrusts, taking two quite different forms. As
a ‘rwl’ strategy to be pursued by a future government, it only
exists now as a gang war, conducted throng competitions in
econometric fortune telling and draft manifestots, to decide
which gng of Labour racketeers will dect the “Capo of
Capo’s” and determine the code of the Family. More import-
ant today is its role as an ideological justification for

scattered tribes of leftism, seems to destroy its most
likely chance of renewal.  

It mightbeargued thatall ofthishasreduced
the famous Alternative Economic Strategy (AES), to
the status of a historical footnote. By such an argum-
ent “What if the AES had been applied?” should join
such idle questions as “What if Lenin hadn’t died?”
or “What if Tariq Ali really existed?”. To believe this
would he at mistake. As ideology the AES is being
applied right now, just as in the same terms Lenin
casts as long a shadow as he ever did. As for Tariq Ali
-—- well two out of three isn’t bad. A

S
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‘Socialism’ -- the intellectual blueprints for consolidating the
new ‘electoral base’ Labour needs to develop in the ambitiotm
and disatisfaction of Welfare State functionaries (the ‘new’
left) and among the mam of increafingy deskilled and power-
less workers.

I
1

ELECTORAL BASE All political parties, SDP
depend on building an electoral

base of hardcore support, on various social strata and locdked
interest goups, from which to make a bid for_ the largely
neytive ‘floating vote’ (the majority which only votes against
an existing govmnnent rather than for an alternative). Tradit-
ionally labour has represented the interests of Industrial
as opposed to Financial capital. As capital has become more
monolithic —- breeding Multinational Monopoly on the one
hand, and the need for incrming state intervention to under-
write the system on the other —- Labour has become the
representative of nationalised and national Industry ( instead
of Monopoly Capital), of the State planning “infrmtructure”
(roads, urban development, ‘manpower services’ inc. education
and health, Technoloflcal research, etc. etc. etc.) rather-than
of the buccanecring Entrepreneurial Capital (dominated by
the invmment power of financial institutions) which will
spearhead any genuine future economic boom -- however
unlikcly that seems at the moment.



The conflict between these different interests is quite
real, one of those famous contradictions capitalism cannot
overcome. So “The demand of capital is not simply to find
lmders or a majority but also to find an opposition -- to pro-
vide itself with a focus for its own uncertainties, and set them
on display” . . . . Hence the need for political “bipolarisation
-the alternation of two parties whose action is quasi-identical,
but supposed to represent-different solutions . . .. .it makes for
more effective government than the centrist game. *’ (Gucrre
Sociale - The question of the State). With the collapse of the
“two party” consensus politics of the fifties and sixties along
with the end of the post-war economic boom, the need now
for labour and Tories is to recrmte this bipolarity, a need
that’s more urgent with the emergence of centrist political
forces (the potential coalition of Labour right, SDPILibs, and
Tory wets.) Labour needs a new radical image to oppose to
Thatcherite Tory radicfism. i

I

The Labour strategy must mice account‘ of the special
interests of its electoral base -- this is complicated by the need
to recreate this base. Traditionally the base was composed
from the ‘Labour Movement’ and lower and middle level
State functionaries of one kind or another. It is the spectacular
rise of the latter that provides the forces of the ‘new left’. The
incorporation of the post-68 “alternative socialwork” left,
(self-help/housing/co-op/counselling poops) into the lower
levels of the “Local State”, has brought this strata, still on its
long marchthmuglt the institutions, to the slopes of “real”
municipal and national power. (The Ken Livinmtone effect.)

It is the ,_“Labour Movement” component which is in
decline. ‘Movement ‘was in one sense always a misnomer - the
strength of the organhed Labour movgpent lay in those sect-
ors of the working class ‘fixed’ by trade or; occupation (broad-
ly speaking Craft Unionissn) and those semi-skilled and csgsual
workers ‘fixed’ by their concentration in the new working

class ‘gliettoesf (around the doclcs for example, or in singe
industry towns). traditional working class is itself chan-
gng - chufltt between "capitalist restmcturing (Industrial and
Urban) but equally changed by its relative incmse in material
welfare (particularly since the war). This and Labours own

accession to being a ‘natural party of govemment’ has under-
cut any interest workers had in supporting it. Labour presidm
as firmly asthe Tories over the barriers to further material
gains (most visibly through wage controls and taxes, but more
generally as the ‘visible’ face of ‘the system’). In material terms
Labour are unable to offer anything more than the Tories -
they are_only' capable of, redistributing the shares in ‘the cake’
-- in favour of public sector employees for example, as well as
by taxing everybody equally hmvily, rich as well as poor.
Reflecting this much lamented decline in its ‘working class’
base, different sections of the "party have different ideas on
what to do. For the rightits the pursuit of the interests of the
relatively more affluent sectors of the working clam, in
competition with the centrist parties... Thus someone like Bob
liiellish, now become chairman of the Docldand Development
Corporation, can see this capitalist urban development as the
logical extension, of Labour municipal development plans in
the past, and talk about building homm for “young married
couples”. Clearly invoking the stereotype of the ‘Decent’
working class family man. (Its still not fashiomhle in leftist
circles to point out how this sterotype is as rmctionary as its
counterpart, the tony blue rinsed housewife and mother. Both
backbones of one of the most rmctionary capitalist institu-
fions, the ‘Strong Family‘). On the basis of this stcrotype was
constructed the edifice of the welfme state (family allowances,
pension and social security rights tied to the ‘family wage’,
council house policies favouring the ‘nuclear family‘ etc.)

<<<<<(<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<(<<<<<<<<<<(<<<<<<w
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ii a The Labour left, itself a product of the changes in
‘class composition’ since the war, can at least see the folly in
pursuing this mirage. Quite apart from the immense hatred of
Labour urban management that has built up in the inner city
communities that have been devastated by it, the changes in
capitalism since the war havee precisely broken down the
central position of the nucleur family. The post-war boom
saw large sectors of the working class recruited into the work-
force, most notably women and young people. This not only
provided thme sectorg with relative financial autonomy from
the ‘family wage’ -- thus eroding the economic importance
of the family -- but allowed the development of Youth and
Womens cultures, which not only developed the new
awareness these sectors discovered about their roles in a
system not geared to their participation, but also allowed the
development of these areas as distinct markets for selling
commodities (take only the fashion markets for example).
The left has thus sought to develop a new community in these
sectors, (not merely women and youth, but black and asian
communities, and among the new layers of the ‘reserve army’
created by unemployment).

In the short run Labours hopes of electoral victory lie
in retaining some hold on its dissappearing traditional vote,
while developing its ‘oppositional’ stance in these new disad-
vantaged’ working class strata. Hence Foots juggling act betw-
een left and tight. Hence also the centrality of the attack on
unemployment as an election issue. Hence all theideologcal
apparatus of the ABS and talk of a more Just society and work
for all. ’ i  r

_ n |

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY . In the light of this backgr-
. ~ ound, lets look at7the‘AES.

I talked above of the two different fo_rms of ;tltc ABS. as
ideology and as ‘real’ governmental strategy. The best place to
start is with the former. A typical example is the book‘ ‘The
Road From Thatcherisrn’ by CP hack Sam Aaronovitch.
Starting from the premise that “as things stand now and
likely to be for a considerable time, to have a job, to earn ones
keep, to establish ones worth amonmt workmates, to acquire
and use skills and abilities, to advance in ones work, is impor-
tant for self esteem and senseuof purpose” (So speaks a"‘princ-
iple lecturer in Economics at the Polytechnic of the, South
Bank’!)‘, the ABS is desigied to repair the damage to Industry
caused by Thatcherism, and get everyone back to work.
Just what we all want, right? But this is just the start’-— the
ahn is to move from a system based on incrmsed accumulation
by a Q1181] sector of capitalists to a “system based on satisfying
peoples needs”. Workers will “control” their own work, and
have the opportunity to develop themselves with the addition-
al resources produccd by expansion. “Why should we want the
output of goods and services to mow at a faster rate in Britain
than in the past?” Because “there is much unsatisfied needefor
both goods and services and because new needs are always
arising, mpecially if more and more people are gvcn the
chande to develop their abilities”. (So speaks a ‘Communist’_)..
Of course we'll need (centrally planned) effort put into energr,
conservation and new renewable forms of energy so as not to
mt up non-renewable resources; and the use of social policy
and directed investment toprevent pollution and so on . . . . .
thats enough ‘ of that. What it all boils down to is obvious; the
further development of capitalism, but on an equitable and
socially conscious basis, thus encouragng the participation by
all that isvital if its to he possible. And at this point floods in
all the lefmt newipeak -—- “accountability” “democracy”
“control” “planning” “soc'ml responsibility” etc. etc. Thus
the AES will attack the ‘waste of human and material resour-
ces whkh takes plmc through mam unemployment and under
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used capacity -— to use and develop them to meet the needs
of people“, its aim “to increase popular involvement in all
areas of life, including the control of the national economy,
shifting power away from bug businem” and “to attack
poverty and class inequalities as well as discrimination based
on sex and colour"

I Sounds pretty hot stuff eh? Well what does the AES
actually propose to achieve all of this. We now turn to the
other face of the ABS as ‘rm!’ governmental strategy. And
here we -run up aginst an immediate difficulty -- there is no
such thing as the ABS. It is merely the name applied to a
number of packages of policies (with broadly -the same
features, but differences according to which section of the
party is spwking). Since “no such definitive policy package
wrists” (Micheal Meacher) its possible for every section of the
‘broad church’ of labour to have its own flavour of ABS.
I-Iere at any rate is a typical policy package, designed for mass
public consumption :

' ‘expansion of the economy to raise output, restore full
employment and bring about higher standards all round;

‘large increases in public spending to reactivate the
economy, provide jobs both directly and indirectly, and to
mtore public services; ~

"'exchange controls to stop the city and international
finance from undermining the strateg through a ‘fliflrt from
sterling‘ and fmancial crisis;

"‘import- controls to prevent an immediate trade deficit
and to allow Britain time to plan its trade in negotiation with
the rest of the world;

‘public powers over the investment policies of the
pension funds and other semi-socialised wealth in the hands of
the City institutions until mch time as they can be taken into
common ownership; and _

‘industrial regeneration through expansion of the
economy and publicity (sic) directed investment; an extension
of common ownership of large companies; and compulsory
planning ag-cements, negotiated between the government,
large companies and their workers, to bring about investment
production and employment powers in the public interest.

(Manifestoak radical strategr for Britain’s future.PanBooks)

A lot of this will be (all too) fammar to workers as the
sort of crap the Callaghan government came to power on.
Equally its obviously “a return to the Keynsian policies on
which our postwar recovery was founded”. Now obviously
there's an enormous gap. between this set of policies and the
ambitions outlined in the ‘ideologcaf strategy. Of course
“the strategy would not work miracles. It would not eliminate
inflation, make industries efficient overnight or abolish low-
paid boring work. But it would crmte employment, fund
social investment, and open up the way for a longer term dev-
elopment of our economy throum common ownermip. It
could also provide the base for building a more open and
diverse society I with a wider range of individual and social
choice than we have had in the trap of an unplanned internat-
ioml market.” (Manifesto ) Ah I aw -- its only going to
provide the ‘basis’ for a more equitable capitalism . The pp
between the ambitions and actual measures isn't surpfimg
then. Indeed its the we of the new consensus on the Left
(inside and oumdde the Labour party) which is developing the
ideoloflcal AES. Its the difference between a Labour party
whichhas little to offer and so promises a lot, and a ‘broad
left’ which has nothing to offer and so has learnt to speak in a
msonahle and realhtic tone in order to be listened to.
I’ll return to the Left later. Does the strateg lead to
socinlimr then? Not even its supporters would clahn this -
indeed for some its an advantage. Because its not full blooded
sochlism it “could pin the support of millions who do not
think of themselves as socialist” -- but-of course “the ABS
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certainly represents a challenge to the power of private capital
and therefore contributes to a strategr for socialism” (Geoff
I-Iodgon). I
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‘REAL STRATEGY‘ I stated above that as real
strategy the ABS exists as

a gang war between different power groups with-
in the party. The term 'real‘ here shouldn't
mislead - the results of this strategy wont auto-<
matically be applied by a. Labour govt. The .
actual strategy of a labour govt. next time has
already been stitched up between the current
leadership and the TUC. The only open question
is the fate ofthe current leadership. Someone
may well kick Foots walking stick away - but the
left will only have been able to discredit him.
Short of a dramatic turn of events the-re’: no
possibility of their selecting his'repla.cement in
the near future. p I

The new accord between current leader ship .
and TUC was laid down last july in a document
from the TUC/LP liasion committee called. a
"Economic issues facing the next Labour Govt. "
This sets the real terms for govt. policy, who-"
ever draws up the manifesto. (And Benn seems,
to have conceeded defeat on this as well, recen-
tly leaking a draft document in order to force
Foot to reject it publically, thus enabling Benn
to argue that th-e leadership are ignoring v
conference decisions etc.-) P, pg I

The new accord‘ in exactly like previous I
TUC/LP agreements such as the Social Contract
with which the Callaghan Govt. was able to I »
impose actual cuts in living standards. Even
the language is the same - here is the tentative
agreement on wages policy "To meet the chall-
enge which will be posed by the operation of
effective price controls negotiators within both
private and public enterprises, including nation-
alised industries, should take into account the
need to secure efficiency in the use of resources
and have regard to the impact of settlements on
prices". The idea in that an annual assess-n
ment be made of prospects for growth of the
economy. "involving such key issues ae'uae
of reaourcecebetween personal consumption,
public and private investment, public services
and the balance of trade". The assessment“

(continued on page twenty-nine)
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MAKING A BAD IMPRESSION IN PRINT; _
 ;

At the small print factory where I’
work in Smithfield, people often
tell stories of what it used to be
like ‘before we all.got made redun-
dant.'It was easy to waste time. At
least twiceaiweek they had compuls-
ory ‘chapel meetings',lasting an
hour or more, in company time. A lot
of stuff used to disappear out of
the warehouse. The clock got fiddled
as a matter of routine and everyone
worked imaginary overtime. Then
there was the sabotage, and camp-
signs of intimidation against thee
managers and directors... and the
power of the unions was legendary.

I .

All this changed in 1979 when the
shareholders sacked the M.D. and put
a strongman in his place. The whole
workforce of about 150 was dismissed
and the factory closed down. Sixljyl
weeks later it reopened, but only al
handful of people were 'invited' I
back to work, and those who took up
theyoffer are the people I work with
now, There are no chapel meetings
any more, but there's plenty of
productivity and time-&-motion to
make up for it- Every time there's _
a hint of trouble they threaten to
close the factory down again.Not'
many.want to call their bluff. '
SPEED-UP The company recently lost
its biggest contract, so they're
hinting at redundancies and last-
week sacked two people for bad timee
keeping.(as a wa out of paying them
redundancy moneyi._Theycontinually
try to impose a speed-up. We have
to fill in a form every day for r
them to keep as a productivity rec-
ord, with a 'Standard Minute Value‘
for each job and a space for us to
explain 'lost"time. However, they ,
have so far failed to make anyone r
give them the information they'd -
like. r _ r

U

Politics isn't discussed much. There
was a leftist, but she kept it a @*'
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isn't so easy these days to get an-
other. The money's not as good as
it was but its still as good as
you'll get. T’ v

PATRIOTIC UNION The NGA officials
i T ' always used to y

help if you wanted to stop work ov-
er the heat, the cold, the wage, or
the job. These days they lend a sym-
pathetic ear to the boss when he
complains about the rates and the
wage bill. when the company thought
it had lost an HMSO contract to a
firm in Belgium, the union bent over
backwards to get it back for themty
proclaiming that it was a scandal T
to send 'British' work abroad. Now,
personally I don't envy anyone who
has to print shit like_that, even ¢
if they come from Belgium or Mars.
The commie conyenor used to be a
regular troublemaker and a popular =
hero on the shop-floor : nowadays t“
you_only Vifiit him if you think he
cafiidQyX9P,&-favour. His personal Q
motto is E ‘The guv'nor is always W‘
guilty Rfi§il»prouenfinnocent' (sic).
But_h@lBwst$ll?tHe§guv'norafter all
andehe's:got¢to1run“a“viable,company
- hasn't he? if " ~»».

| ' ".“"' T Ii"_ ,_ ._ .._|- .' _ -I ' _; .." ',\‘. ‘_ I I _ - . _ .-

DEFEATISMi rris a common attitudp”h
T y _;.;¢among us, and it's a;;-

by-product of defeat. People_seem“7§
to feel that they've still got too=.
much to risk losing any more. While¢
people still have individual paths
of escape - changing jobs, angling
for redundancy money -they willie
usually take them. During the last“
lock-out,almost everyone found
another job within a fortnight. If
it happens again things will be
different, and we know it : that's
why some sort of direct action
would have more appeal than it did
six years ago. Many people have
reached the stage where they have
everything, and therefore nothing,
to lose; Even so, the factory is a
depressing place and the idea of an
occupation (24 hours on the job

secret. She was in a clandestine r instead of 8?) to oppose sackings 
caucus in the union, but now she's w°uld ilkely €°'dOWn like 3 CUP of
gone to join a co-op in North London.°@1d S1Ck- 90% Qf What is Produced
This doesn't mean people don't und- is “$91955 OT WQTSQ (1fi$t Week I
erstand what's been happenning to was Printing exam PaP@TS for
them in recent years. They don't. PTQm°t1°n in the M$$T°P°liPan P18
use terms like 'l0ck-out‘ and ‘speed F@Tce' I re ularly Print Zlonist
-up‘, but they're quite aware oft Propaganda-ilfl Suggest» as I

' W ometime ‘do if w s .hat they are and what they're for. S
It's just.that these days you can't
risk losing your job, because it_

I ,,'
1-1|"

,s_  that e hould takew
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the factory apart and knock off all
the machines, the idea meets with

' ’_ _' -" -' ‘P J1‘ 1 1 i ; - _ ._. - . . .
ii ‘ 4! .1’ .-.' I ‘ ' _: ' ' J -5 a’ if *‘ .1

__l
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offering one weeks money for each
of those years. but onlv up to a I

instant approval. And I'm quite some maximum of three years, not the fif-
they'd do it, given the right moment“ teen years some of them had been
STIR IT UP I can't do anything on working for the same bosses. to

Jmy own, but the best yBLUE EYES. The printers’ full—time'
immediate strategy for an autonomous
iworkers group of one is to do_as ‘
much honest shit-stirring as poss-
ible. In the event of some crisis  
arising in the factory, it shouldn't
be too hard persuading people that
union channels are a waste of time,
and that we can only rely on our
own unity and the sympathy of workers
in_other parts of the industry. The
function of autonomous groups, how-
ever, is not to fight for our own
right to manage the workplace; it is
simply to resist and then attack the
regime of work. Of course nobody will
do this unless they have some idea
of how printing ought to be done;
but I have always found that the
easiest part of being a militant
demagogue was getting people to
agree about what wouldn't get printed
if_g§ ran the factory, and how it‘
could be run without managers. The
 a

difficult part is putting phat into
a revolutionary perspective.... he

. \ _

t ,.  SCUMBONI
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POSTSCRIPT: Two days after writing*
the report above. the

management served redundancy notices
on five of the eight printers. and a
similar proportion of the staff lfl
the other departments--warehouse.
clerical and finishing. They were s
served on the five longest-serving
printers, some of whom had worked in
the same factory for fifteen years
and all of whom had been among those
invited back after.the 1979 lock-
out. In the other departments. redune
dancy notices were handed down on a
'last in. first out’ basis.
Why did they choose the 'long— - ‘
servers’? Their explanation was that.
quite coincidentally. €h6S8 five
were incapable of printing work of
the high quality which the company
wanted to concenfrate on in future.‘
and that in order to survive they

union official steamed
in almost straight away, threatening
to close the firm down through a A
strike and official blacking unlessi
the management agreed to negotiate  
on a 'last in. first out’ basis. He
correctly diagnosed that the bosses
real motive was a case of ‘blue -
eyes'--they obviously thought that
they would be more easily able toy
manipulate the three less experiene
ced printers in case of future pay~
cuts and speed-ups (they would have
been mistaken.)

if

The management conceded this point.
agreed to an improvement in the y
redundancy terms. and almost straight
away four of the five originally
picked volunteered to take the
money (up to £2000) and go. The
fifth redundancy was compulsory and
it was me. I got £360 for l5 months‘
service. g L
Its interesting to see what actually
happened. when the sadkings came.
compared with what I thought might
happen only a few days before. Ii
had thought that'some people had too
much to lose to take redundahcy with
out considering some sort of occup-
ation. strike or sabotage. At first,
this seemed to be true. The printers
unanimously decided that we should A

I» ‘ |

oppose the sackings--or at least the
manner of them#-by any means necess-
ary. even if it meant closing the
factory down and losing eight jobs
instead of three or four or five.
This decision was taken quite indep-
endently of the union. and we agreed
that we would have to discuss this A
with workers in other departments. _
even though they would be likely to
oppose industrial action. At that
point. most people were saying that
they simply couldn't afford to lose
their jobs.» 1

VICTIMISATION Later. however. when
U eded to keep the youngest and least t the redundancy termse s s I . . .improved. only onegof the originalexperienced printers. It would not 5__
have cost them much lfi redundancy pay 8 Woman with Six dependant kids to
since they had changed the company's look after on her own"deCided to
name at the time of the lock—out and
technically no-one had more than
three years’ service. They were

- firthn-.._i i

stay, even though (like the others)
she was afraid that she might be
victimised as a result. Now I hear. 
she regrets staying. and is so frigh
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tened of being sacked without comp~
ensationron some pretext or another
that she s looking for another job.

The others? One or two of them will
be up shit creek in a- month or two
if they don't find more work. They
may be vaguely aware of this. but the
attractions of the redundancy money.
together with the fear of victimis-
atiflflo and above all the prospect of
Setting out of that factory. was en-
Ough to persuade them to go. Having
made that decision. they were very
gpleased about it. It was like a
weight being lifted of our shoulders:
not because it averted the threat of
COEPUIBOIY S8Ckings. but because some
of us would be giving up work for the
first time in several years. You can
imagine how good that would feel. By
contrast. the three condemned to stay
were utterly miserable.

\ I. _ aIi- ,
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fifl one
SOME

logists. is supposed to be one of the
least alienating of the manual trades
But not a single person wanted to keep
their job for its own sake. Nobody
could have been less loyal to the com-
pany than they were. and the most
treacherous were those who'd been
there longest. ' V
Second : perhaps conditions in the
trade are not quite bad enough to
force the kind of confrontations we
have seen in other industries faced
with closures. such as engineering
and textile manufacture. where there
have been several desperate occupat-
ions in recent months. Although there
is wide-scale unemployment in print.
the unions have regualted and managed
it so efficiently that printers are
unlikely to be on the dole for more
than three months at a-stretch.
There is no such thing—-yet--as perm-
anent unemployment. A r

CONCLUSIONS Firstly : printing.
according to socio-

LONDON WORKERS BULLETEI

Thirds: the issue is not lack of jobs
but lack of money. This was the atti-
tude of everyone in the factory. Had
the original redundancy terms stood.
hr had there been a worse prospect
of geeting a wage in the near future.
then there would certainly have been
more of a fight. And remember there
was one person who wanted to keep
the job at all costs. even though
she hated it. As she said herself.
five years ago she would have walked
out quite happily. But the notion
that its important to preserve jobs
per se. an idea that is put about by
almost all the socialist parties. was
never even discussed. We aren't that
stupid.

Fourth : our instinct was to decide
independently of the union how wee
were going to handle the sackings.
When considering what action to take»
we decided to ignore factory demarc-
ation and inter-union rivalries and
discuss the matter as widely as
possible. This would have brought us
into direct conflict with our own
union. the NGA, which wanted to inst’
ruct us on industrial action. and A
which instructed us that anyone giv-
ing NGA negotiating secrets.away to
SOGAT members in the warehouse would
be disciplined. Several people chose
to ignore this divisive order. Strict
union and departmental demarcation
suits the company and suits the union
ofticials. lt does not suit the
workers and in this case we were i
aware of it. Again. in the event
enough people were prepared to go
to prevent this conflict being
taken to its practical conclusion
(a call for autonomous action by all
the workers in the factory» includ-
ing organised sabotage.)_
Fifth : The union officials acted
predictably. A lot of bravado. a lot
of shouting in the Managing Direct~
or's office. but a readiness from
the beginning to accept the sackings
and to be 'realistic'. whether we
were prepared to accept them or not.
Only the terms had to be worked out.
The union salvaged more of its
credibility than it deserved to ink
this case. becausemthe crunch never
came. _

SIXTH »vIt's no good waiting for
capitalism to go bankrupt

before we discuss autonomous organ-
isation and revolutionary ideas. We
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have to talk about what the revolut4
ion is going to Q3 with the means
of production. like printing plant.
and this means deciding what we
want it £25. It may sound utopian
to some people. but its real enough
when you see Capitalist production
disintegrating before your eyes.

.'. f . . SCUHBONI

B.R Report: B

 WE MUST NOT GIVE IN

Now Lord Macarthy and his tribunal have considered
their findings in the dispute between BR and ASLEF
the driversunion, over the proposed introduction of
flexible (‘variable day’) rostering, we must ask our-
selves the question, what is the union for ?

MEDITATION Macarthy has fulfilled his function as
mediator between the bosses and the

workers by sweetening slightly the medicine the man-
agement has in store for us. In January and February
this year ASLEF conducted a six week 3 day-a-week
stoppage. Officially it was called to get BR to pay up
the 3% agreed on top of 8% won from the I981 pay
deal. But it was made quite clear from the start that
ASLEF were not. prepared to give up the precious
guaranteed 8 hr. day and start doing Flexi-rosters,
although we were prepared to ‘talk about it’. (Flexi-
rosters are a particularly vicious and insidious enchr-
oachment on the lives and working conditions of
traincrewl workers, who are already expected to start
work any minute of the 24 hr. day. They replace the
8 hr. day with at 39 hr. week, with a variation of 7-9
hrs. a day - and that is just for starters).

' 'u§IE5wmmaasmeek! , I, I
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‘SAFBGUARDS’, Up to December last year business
a as usual prevailed between BR

and ASLEF as they sorted Ofltlvralys of making the
workers more efficient. But BR’: attempt to foist
flexi-rosters on the drivers, as they were able to on
(Sir'.?)_Sidney ‘_We'ighell's NIJR guards, met with a gut
reaction thar_,*;,guickly devieloped into fairly intense
class stmggl,_g_._ID_Ev,sntually the strike was called off as
Macarthy told BR to pay up. Another tribunal was
set up and now its findings are out as Railway Staffs
National Tribunal decision 77, and they suggest that

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((IPAGE SEVEN
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ASLEF should accept flexi-rostering with safeguards.
As Lord Macarthy has commanded not a little respect
from ASLEF members, this report is quite a blow to
ASL EF. The leadership has already rejected it - which
is a good thing - but the membership is likely to split
into militants and weakhearts, especially if it comes
to BR offering a large pay rise (opinions of what it
might take vary between 25%-40% increase). lg _

DEFENCE The Socialist minded person should
remember that a union is for defending

the interests of the worker - not just for the employer
to. stay in business. So no way can ASLEF allow a
deterioration of the working conditions of its
members. ASLEF's annual assembly of delegates met
this May and instructed the executive to keep fighting
to preserve the 8 hr. day. Unfortunately we are
already overdue to start negotiating this years pay
and with poverty and debt a1_ready_hanging round our
necks from our last skirmish, a firm stand obviously
becomes more difficulti if BR starts making generous
offers. . ' '

FIGHT But for the anarchist/communist minded
person, money is g an inconvenience,

revolution is all, and any opportunity to escalate class
war, especially in this time of nationalist war, cannot
be turned away, whether British Railways thrive or
die. I
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” r IN POLAND 4 Surnnier 1981
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Wbilstiliving in Europe last summer, I decided to
take the opportunity to spend three weeks of August
in Poland. I managed to meet and live with a loose-
knit libertarian opposition grouping based in Lublin,
some of whom worked as printers/designers in the
Solidarnosc building. The room they worked in
served as pa "sort of base/focus/meeting place for
people interested in discusssions andillegal literature,
as wellas official Solidarnosc publications. I wrote
some piecesfor translation and publication, about
ideas and opposition in Western Europe, aiming to
balance the extremely distorted view most people
there have. if t

" f .\ 0
w

“In gth? ffmiddle of the second week, all print
factories in Poland were occupied to demand union
access to the media, and the ending of lies and censor-
ship. So effective was this that there were no Govt.
papers in Lublin, except a four page A4 load of tripe
which looked as if it was made up by a drunk, but
was in fact_written by the Party, and produced by the
Police!“ “This was in contrast to the well-produced
(printed onthe seized pressesl), and widely distribu-
ted strike bulletin of the Lublin print factory.

We, (the group & I), produced a support leaflet
for each day of the strike, working through the night,
under the banner of one of the Solidarnosc unions
.(a,'jflcomplex relationship), and handed out 5,000 of
each one in thestreet outside. Virtually everyone
took a copy or two, clearly delighted at such public
defiance and solidarity. On the second day of the
strike I kept asking to visit the factory. I’d helped to
deliver mattresses there the day before, and I instinc-
tively feel that any occupied workplace in the world
belongs tome and all of us. I arrived there at midday
and was taken to a room being used by the strike
committee. People were helpful despite the fact that
no-one could speak English, and my five or six words
of Polish hardly led to profound debate and analysis.
As an Anarchist I also sensed that the committee had
some sort "of constituted authority and control over
the action, so I preferred to mix with the other occu-
piers. A friend translated a little and I was made to
feel quite at home. "Someone had gone to get a friend
who worked nearby to act as interpreter, and I was
then shown around the whole place.

More than four hundred people worked there as
production (not publishing) workers, most of whom
were in Solidarnosc, and two hundred of whom, men
and women, were physically occupying night and
day. "The presses were the old and decrepit letter-
press type, and one bloke laughed ironically when I
explained the Fleet St. struggle against new tech-
nology.

After a meal in the canteen, donated by ‘workers
from a nearby car factory, I sat in the large hall as it
gradually filled up for a general meeting. 250 of the
workers were there to discuss whether to continue
the occupation. Discussion and argument went on
for over four hours, with a proposed list of seven
major decisions to make. Although it was difficult
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IHow to fight the 5 *
regime Lu-;=*i;’
THIS is the text ofa circular put out in Silesia
by Solidarity and reproduced and circulated s  
by a branch of Solidarity in Warsaw v 1
Today we find ourselves faced with a choice bat- -

. ween opposition and capitolation. For those who 1
-'1

I choose the first road we offer the following advice:
* ‘ll If there is a strike. remain with the workers;

don't create a strike committee; there must not be ,
a leader. l

Zl in your relations with the forces of law and I
order, act dumb; you don’! I-mow am/thing, you are

* disorientatad. '
s 3} Solidarity must remain in every workplace.-ll:
1"-

T_ Don’! get yourself eliminated by foolhardy acts of
i ‘ Ibravado. r

A - 4) Don't take vengeance on those nearest to
you -- your enemy is the militia. the over-zealous

-.\ .

employee. the collaborator. _ -
_ 5i Work slowly;’criticise'tho disorder andsii-ref'fi= ‘

ciency of the management; leave ‘all decisions to  
- the military commanders and collaborators: flood

them with questions; share your doubts with
them; don't think for them; make out you're dumb.

Bl Do not aid the decisions of the militia and the .'
collaborators with a servile attitude. It's up to them

,1 ._l,.-

to do the dirty work. You must create a vacuum P
around the bastards and in this way. drowning .-
them with questions on minor problems. you will

¢ provoke a disintegration of the military and policy
..'r."\-_* machinery.

7l Follow to the letter the most idiotic instruc-
tions. Do not seek to resolve any problems -- leave ~
these to the military and collaborators. The stupidi- -

;=-~ ty of the rules is your most certain ally. -
. Remember at the same time to help your

' _ 1 worltmate or neighbour without worrying about s.'+.-___ -

:-' breaking the rules.  . *
.H_ _Bl If some wretch gives you an order which is

outside the rules. demand it in writing; try to pro-
‘ long the whole thing and sooner or later the

military commander will want peace; thus will  
begin the ending of the dictatorship.

Bl Take as many days off sick or to look after ' '  
your children as possible.

as -10l In your private relations openly avoid all col-
-Ir. laborators and scabs.

11) Help the families of all the arrested and
wounded and all the victims.

IT’, .>
.-J

12} Set up in your place of work a social aid r
"1 fund. s

13] Participate in the diffusion of propaganda by
'v -.-1 word of mouth; communicate all information on -if

the current situation and acts of resistance.
. 14) Paint slogans on the walls; stick up posters.

distribute leaflets -- but remember to take the
r“_l“ 1
. , .

1 necessary precautions.
2 15) In your activity guard closely two basic prin-

ciples: I do not need to know more than is
necessary. and the most important -thing is to con-|-- '

.-T"'- tinoe the fight for national liberation, the ending of
the étate of emergency and respect for civil and
trade union rights.

T .

?-i‘*‘r"" sf‘ 5* we

(with translation) for me to follow, I could watch the
structure of the meeting, and feel the emotions. I felt
likejurnping up and speaking myself!” In fact, it was
in some ways, very much like a traditional workplace
union meeting in Britain, with the elected committee
sitting on the platform at the front controlling the
discussion. At one heated point, one bloke shouted
out ‘do we control the coiifinittee, or does the comm-
ittee control us?' However most seemed to feel that
this was the proper way to organise a discussion.

I could feel the sense of power in the room and



‘basis,-of the economy instead of Party ideology, and
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many people, both men and women, spoke strongly.
Some urged an indefinite occupation. Others wished
to know what was happening in the print factories
elsewherefirst. A rumour also went round about
increased “police and army activity nearby, and that
they might be planning to invade. ‘It was a very
complex‘ situation and discussion, and a break was
agreed amidst high tensions and arguments. Later it
was agreed to end -the occupation, but maintain a
strike alert. I left with gifts of papers and badges, and
a warm feeling of mutual respect, and an interest in
my observations about the meeting, and the situation
in Poland in general.

I learned al great deal while in Poland, trying to‘
understand the ideas and movements, the culture and
political situation; It was the first time I had_ been
involved in such widespread opposition, and I was
encouraged to question and develop many of my
previous ideas. Although this is not the place for an
in-depth analysis, some of my conclusions are : .

I

1
l

a) There isn't a conscious desire for fundamental;
social revolution, but people want enough of the?
basics of life, (without the insulting queues), more-
freedom (to read, to meet, etc.), common sense as the

some real choice in hoe: to lire, what to wear etc.
v
u.

I . I

b) There is universal hatred for lllarxist dogmat-I
ism and totalitarianism, and a desire for a human‘
morality and community (exploited by the Catholic
C_hurch).- In the same vray hatred of Soviet rule and
propaganda,“(including its hypocritical claptrap abouti
‘class struggle’ and ‘revolution’ and ‘com:-iaunism'Z
leads to support fornationalism in the form of a[
populist Polish state,i(or even Western capitalism);
Enforced isolation from other opposition movements
and struggles in Eastern and Western Europe hinders
truly internationalist feelings and ideas.

c) ‘Solidarnosc’ is a very complex social more-
ment, based on the power in the workplaces, yet not
really a Trade Union as we would define it. Its burea-
ucracy _is growing, yet without any real povser to
control the members if they refuse to support it. The
system is still undecided whether to confront or inte-
grate this opposition. '

4-
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ist groups (all such literature has been suppressed for
40 years) although libertarian principles" and direct
action are widely supported. Some younger people
with contacts in W.l-Europe are interested in a revolut-
ion of everyday life - music, living relationships, eco-
logical questions etc. I found everywhere an open
and responsible interest in anarchist ideas when pres-
ented in terms of everyday living, analysis, strategy
and as a global alternative. s _

Since 1968 there has been continuous resistance
to oppression in workplaces and colleges, despite
mass arrests, massacres (in 1970) and the threat of
military invasion. Now they have achieved the high-
est level yet of self-organisation, discussion, involve-
ment and unity. Working class people in Britain have
much to learn from their sisters and brothers in
Poland. ~

- “ff .

JANUARY 1981: In a. letter I received from Lublin
in Qctober, one of my friends

-there wondered ‘when the “holidays” would be over
and the good old days return’. Military rule is noth-
ing new in Poland — in factatotal censorship, meeting
and strike bans etc. is normal. It is under these condi-
tions that the workplace andfsocial opposition and
organisation had grown, and willcontinue. What the
18 months of open activity achieved was a widespr-5
cad and active solidarity amongst working people -
(in industry, homes, colleges and on the land),
continuous face to face discussion, and increased self-'
confidence. ' I s t _

Like most people everyvrh ere, they aimed not for
revolutionary change or an ideal, but for practical and
realisable immediate changes within the system to the
limit of what they thought possible. The clearest
aims seemed to be to break the Communist Party's
monopoly of communication and organisation, and
to replace the atmosphere of discipline, suspicion and
fear, with one of mutual respect, informed common
sense and confidence. Now, in 1 every corner of
Poland, people will be discussingfltlteir ‘hdlidays’, and
svhether allovring union officials‘ and the church to
speak for them and negotiate with the state was the
right thing. I do not think they will be demoralised
by military rule. I aim to return this summer to__,find
out, and to maintain direct communication. "

d) There areno specifically libertarian or anarch- _ The Lone Ran, grYstd-*"'""'‘ll ‘-ml"r "re "M M t‘ ‘Q:ctr“ "met "W" - - ' - " sci _- I _-2 _ -7 _"?5 I I § GUT IT! .. i
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(Our rural correspondent writes...)
So, what's it like living and work-
ing in the far-flung recesses of the
North of England? whitewashed cott-
ages with honeysuckle round the door?
Sitting eating Kellogg's Country '
Store next to your pine dresser?
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skin. Maybe next week.
LEGALISE IT? When you have no boss

to drive you, you
end up driving yourself. Either
you need the money or you can't
quite shake off the work ethic whiflh
most of us are brought up with.
Work unwillingly done is still a
pain even if you are working forStrolling up the garden in a balmy" _yourself.'Often I work alone, but

summer‘s evening for a glass of sometimes I work with others. This
Bristol Cream? Before all you would-
be ruralists start salivating let me
tell you that it just isn't like
that.
when I was young, I lived on a small
family farm - the sort that Undercur-
rents readers often dream about. My
family had lived on small family
farms since the ear dot and nearly
all my (numerousl relatives lived on
small family farms. However, I soon
came to agree with Thoreau»that the
only person less free than a slave is
a farmer. On top of the boredom of
milking 50 cows twice a day and $65
days in'a year, they et raw swollen
hands ( and no sleep § every lambing
time, slipped discs from too much
mucking-out and lifting heavy sacks,
Farmer's lung (something like pneu-
mo-conio whatsit that miners get)
from mouldy hay, tractors turning
over on them, etc. etc... So, no
farming life for me.
when I ask my family or neighbours
why they stay in farming the answer
is that they know nothing else, or
that they like being their own boss,
or that as a farmer they are a some-
body in the parish, as an ex-farmer
they would be a nobody. '
I didn't stay in farming but I didn't
get very far away from it. In fact,
I still do a bit of casual farm work
but most of the time I do forestry'
work or stone-walling and paving.
I work on a self-employed basis and
try to average about 30 hours a week
- but there is one major problem.
The weather. We are blessed here in
the North with the highest area of
rainfall in these islands. For inst-
ance,in the past three (admittedly
unusually stormy) weeks, I have "
worked_2Qe day. The first week off -
is OK, by the second I'm feeling a
bit uneasy. And now I'm thinking the
unthinkable, lugging a bloody great
chain-saw about in the pissing wet,
slipping about and soaked to the

is better; like nearly everyone else
I prefer other people's company to
my own. The problem is that usually
all they want is a few weeks work,'
either to supplement the dole or-
to pay for something extra, I get
left with organising the contracts
and doing all the skilled jobs.
Sometimes I think - why not set up
a properly constituted collective
- the whole legal bit? It just
isn't worth it : for a start my aco~
ounts (or lack of them) don't bear
iexamination but I manage to scrape by
- there would be no chance if I were
registered. If you can't trust each‘
other then it's a waste of time work-
ing together. Under a flexible set»
up we can agree to work on a partio~
ular job without further commitment-
However, if we worked together more
often we could share skills and res"
ponsibility more equally.

I!

Sometimes people ask for work and t0-
be paid by the day instead of sharing
a whole job. Although I can usually
find plenty of work I always refused
this arrangement until this year
when a woman in the village asked me
to find work for her son - he'd been
paid off and was going crackers sit~
ting about and he couldn't pay the HP
or buy fuel for his motorbike. So I
said he could work with me. Never m
again! It didn't work out. He worked
because he felt obliged to and I soOI
got sick of telling him what to do
next, so we ended up sitting around?
drinking tea and swapping jokes and
gossip till he got enough money tog-
ether. Its a problem because there
are so many unemployed in the area
and I usually have too much work.
Not much comfort when all you can say
is ‘Destroy the Qapitalist System‘.

Io

NOT ENOUGH PEOPLE . A major prob-
lem of living

in a rural area, and also a minor
advantage, is that there are just
not enough people living here. Few



NO-JOB REPORT '

For the first time in my life I am

people means fewer people to fall
out with, fair enough : but it also
means there are fewer people to
find something in common with. In
the cities there are enough people
to form hundreds of sub-cultures,
you can mix with anarchists, Rastas
Freemasons, punks, Pentecostalists,
football hooligans etc. In the
country you can mix with farmers,
a few bikers,the odd tourist, join
the Womens Institute or village "
cricket team, or flex your muscles
with the real grafters that like a
few ints with their mates down theP T y .
pub. Not much else. Or you can be an‘
outsider. What you cannot do is talk
about radical social change and not
be thought an eccentric. We_get on
pretty well with our neighbours &
other people in the villages, we g
make no bones about the fact that
we are anarchists, they think we
are a bit mad but do not feel thre
eatened by us. And in that they are
right 3 social change will come
about through pressure from outside
- the people here are too secure,
too conservative. But the villages
are controlled from the cities,
politically, economically, and to a
great extent culturally. We will be
caught up in any disruption.
So, you might ask, why do I stay
here? One answer is that I have tr-
ied living in a city and it was
worse, much worse. Another reason“
is that I like the natural environ-
ment around here. I like to be inv-
olved with it, to be a part of it.
The tourists see it through their
rose-tinted spectacles as merely
scenic and one-dimensional; but to
be involved with it, eyeball-to-
eyeball so to speak, is endlessly
fascinating. ._

1 .

But the main reason is that here
people have known me since I was
born, they cannot ignore me or dis-
‘miss me as they can a stranger.

' .

. _ U LANTY
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not doing wage-labour or school
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and,I don't look after kids. I can
get up when I want, go wherever and
with whoever I like etc. - apart
from signing on every 2 weeks, my
time is my own. Or is it? Well of
course the system cannot allow any
of us to be free. The workplace '
hierarchy is replaced in the comm-
unity with the hierarchy of design
(shops, roads, offices, private,
houses etc.) which do not allow. ;
people to gather and talk or act.;
Guv'nors are replaced by new auth-
ority-figures - owners and police.
At the same time, the lack of money
restricts what you can do. But hav-
ing said that, the advantages arefi
great, and the struggle to survive,
to resist, to live, takes on new
forms. it it

1 ' '
5 _

First it is necessary to be free of
the ‘unemployed’ identity which both
the system and the left would thrust
upon people. As I queued up to sign
on, I began to feel as if I was in H
category of 3 million unfortunates,
which ‘something should be done‘
about‘. I rejected this crap, which
leads to depression and passivity.
For a start it forgets_that : _
a) 30 million people do not do wagei

work in Britain g i'i .>
b) Most of the 20 million waged ('

workers hate going to work.(f ‘
. I ‘

- .l
| _ |-

Also it suggests that non-waged-
workers can't do anything. Well, we
can. First of all, much work is '
unpaid, is useful and can be shared
Looking after kids, cooking, making
things, doing repairs etc. Also _
there is a great need to help abol-
ish this system - to that end, we
should create discussion groups,
papers, leaflets, resources, action
groups etc. The basic problem is one
of isolation - the fact that there
is almost nowhere suitable to meet
during the day. Then its up to us to
create such places where possible 
(or use existing cafes, libraries,
etc.) We can squat them. A
And we can begin to demand & take
free (or reduced) travel, cinema,.
food etc. In these ways, and more,
we can use our time well to express
ourselves, support each other, and
confront the system... Don't let '
the bastards grind us down ! 

, . .

— DAVE DOLITTLE
Q’
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Self-Managem ant One :

‘This conference cxhorts large companies, finan-
cial institutions and the CBI so help the growth of
employee ownershiji as one way cf reducing the Us
and Them syndrome in British industry’

Accepted Motion, 1981 CB1 conference.

“I cannot sea the traditional management pyramid
continuing to be an effective form of organisation. its
hierarchical levels make it slow to react and they
stifle creativity." ' g a

“I would expect the move towards participation
at work to be strengthened. If we are to have smaller,
more coherent business units run by management
teams, there will be more opportunity for workpeo-
ple to become involved in the way such enterprises
are‘ run. They will certainly wish to exercise greater
influence over the decisions which directly affect
them at their place of work and will probably want to
have more influence on companies as well."

Sir Adrian Cadbury (Guardian Business Agenda
r Dacflth 1981}.

Self-Management and v.rorkcrs' participation are
no longer -merely ‘the preserve oi‘ leftist and other
groups on the fringes of capitalist politics. in Britain,
the Social DemocraticfLiberal Alliance may serve as
a vehicle for self-management ideology lathe effort
to revive flagging interest in reformist iiolitics. In
other countries, self-management has already been
put at the centre of the state’s strategy. Yugoslavia,
and to a lesser extent Hungary, have already intro-
duced wide programmes of self-management. In
1978-9 the Turkish government adopted a policy
under which self-management -would gradually be
introduced into public enterprises. Self-management
is central to Algeria's ‘developmental’ ideology. So we
are looking at a global phenomenon in capitals restru-
cturing appearing in ‘industrialised’ and ‘third world‘,
in ‘communist’ and ‘free world’ states.

IDEOLOGY The ideological role of self-manage
m man: is equally important. Islands of

self-management such as Mondragon in the Basque
country are held up by Trade Union leaders and
liberals as demonstrating the utopia that could lie
ahead if only there was “goodarill" on “both sides of
industry". In Poland, the promise of self-management
frequently helped to subvert workers’ resistance. The
biggest regional strike since the founding of Solidarity
in Zielona Province, was brought to an and in Nov.
1981 as Solidarity "negotiated for future talks on sali-
management, including a “social council" for,part-
icipation in overall economic planning. The consequ-
ences of these diversions are well known. I

REFORMISM Meanwhile, whole libraries could be
, filled with the outpourings of sun-

dry leftists on the subject; But we are not interested
in their tedious squabble: about vrhat is real progress
to socialism, and vrhat is just a dastardly capitalist
con trick. They are -all reformist, attacking capital on
a purely formal basis; but capitalism is not definedrby
1t_s system of management, which variésaccording to
circumstance.‘ The question of who manages and bow

is not unimportant because it obviously affects our
day-to-day existence and the daily struggle. But
behind this stand the basic economic categories which
define capitalism as a specific mode of production :
wage labour, commodity production etc. These pers-
ist to dominate our lives whatever form capitalism
takes. On a day-to-day basis of course it helps if you
can determine when you work and under what cond-
itions, even to a limited extent. But these advantages,
where they exist, are only “concessions” within the
slow suffocation we have to endure : they are part of
the wage or “net income" which any wage labour
offers. This also generally applies to practises which
some have worshipped because they are strictly spea-
king "illegal" : pilfering, going AWOL etc. This is
usually tolerated and hushed up because workers who
think they are getting something for nothing are
psychologically less likely to revolt. ' I I

MILITANTISM At the other end of the leftist spe-
ctrum, there are those who prefer

a traditional oppositional militantism, and reject self-
management. This species is exemplified by Arthur
Scargill. This is an extract from an interview with him
in Marxism Today, April 1981 :

t “The only time we can really have
workers control is under a socialist system of society.
I reject the argument that you can‘-haversome kind of
workers control ivithin capitalisrn.What you can have
is class collaboration within capitalism. ‘Dace we've
put workers on the boards they become bureaucrats”

Even if we allow for the fact that
Scargill is himself a fat bureaucrat living off the
misery of the toiling masses, we must still tackle the
arguments themselves.-In spite of the freeuse of the
terms "capitalist system" and "socialism" -there is no
reference to rhecoutent of these systems. The prob-
lem is reduced etc y they question of where and how
power is‘ wielded. Scargill might, for example, argue
that all would be fine with a “workers state“ and
-“wlemocratic ownership" ; a councilist woulld insist
on the need for workers councils, an anarchist on the
need for anarchy. In all cases, capitalism is defined ‘by
in decision-making apparatus, and "revolution" is
merely a question of substituting an alternative sys-
tem of social discipline.

INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY The Institute for
w Workers Control

says in response to Arthur Scargill : A

I I “What Arthur does.1s to drop the
baby out with the barhwater ‘Dc we want miners’
representatives to become management accomplices
in the prosecution of disciplinary C&S$S_?_H_O_,_COIt3iI1-
ly nor. Do we, instead, vfant the NUM to exercise full
and complete control over hiring and firing 1’ Yes, of
course we do. That will not amount to industrial
democracy, but it will be a"-‘good step forward in a
long march.“ (IWC Pamphlet) 5

+

_ A very long march. This is the
kind of idiocy that can only becxpected when capit-
alism is defined in termsiofgood and bad managem-

..!.. —
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ent. The logic of capitalism will always impose itself
whether management structures are democratic or
dictatorial, oppressive or libertarian :

“The enterprise tries to valorise itself
and accepts no leadership but that which allows it to
reach its aim (this is why capitalists are only the
officials of capital). The enterprise manages its man-
agers. The elimination‘-of the limits of the enterprise,
the destruction of the commodity relation, which
compels every individual to regard and treat all others
as means to earn his living are the only conditions for
self-organisation”. (Barret - Eclipse and Re-Emerge-
nce of the Communist Movement). '

‘RESPONSIBILITY’ Apart from its usefulness as
. " an ideological weapon self-

management can bring more immediate concrete
benefits to capital. As enterprises merge, becoming
larger and more centralised so that a larger mass of
surplus value compensates falling rates of profit, there
is a need felt to cut back on unproductive overheads.
Where workers can be pursuaded to self-manage
“responsibly”, lower levels of management can be
substantially reduced. Used in this way, self-manage
ment can also be exploited to impose a sense of
(capitalist) “realism”, on workers. Workers are educ-
ated into identifying their success as human beings
with the success of _“their" enterprises. Capital attem-
pts to reconstruct the old producers’ consciousness
which its -movement‘-I-has destroyed by stripping
labour of all quality andreducing workers to mere
appendages to machines. But as capital's crisis deep-
ens, constraints on the individual enterprise must
increasingly reduce self-management to straightfor-
ward self-discipline.
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WORKERS POWER? The desire for self-managam-
ent and workers’ ownership

seem (in retrospect) to have been more appropriate
when capital had seized control of themeans of prod-
uction,-'but the skilled worker was at the centre of the
labour process. The capitalist appeared as a simple
parasite, organising the means of production merely
by virtue of property rights and reaping the benefits.
Moreover, the existence of an as yet limited market,
and therefore limited interdependence of enterprises
meant that the capitalist could withdraw from a given

\-
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production fairly easily if this was deemed advantag-
eous. Given this parasitic, socially irresponsible org-
anisation of production, it is hardly surprising that
“expropriating the expropriators" became the watch-
word of the labour movement. The relatively low
level of capitalist development was also reflected in
the political programmes of the labour movement,
even in its more advanced expressions. In particular,
it should be born in mind that before the World Wars
vast populations surviy,ed which were generally out-
side the sphere of capitalist relations. Organisational
mediations between the class and the social revol-
ution (social democratic parties, syndicalist unions
etc.) regarded themselves as gradually mar-shelling the
growing forces of the proletariat for a revolutionary
showdown, followed by a period of workers’ power
in which the foundations of communism could be
laid.

MYTHOLOGY Supporters of self-management and
councilism continue to think in

these programmmatical-gradualist terms, even though
the material basis for such a worlterist consciousness
has disappeared. The "worker" in the qualitative
sense is disappearing, as the productive process is
increasingly dominated by more and more complex
machinery and technical organisation. And the expan-
sion of markets and complex interlocking dependence
of enterprises has eliminated the old bloated capitalist
everywhere except in the mythology of the left. What
is left is a vast army of managers and technicians
accountable only to capital. Amidst all this drudgery,
the “maximum programme" is just the alibi for the
imposition of schemes such as self-management,
workers’ control, collective ownership etc. which in
reality serve no purpose but the continuing restructu-
ration of capital and wage slavery through reforms.
These -schemes only serve to push -back into infinity
the challenge to actual 'capitalist relations : the
abolition of the production of exchange values based
on abstract labour power by competing enterprises.

ll.-LUSIONS The dynamics of capitalisms must
always tend towards bureaucracy and

hierarchy, even if this is given a democratic express-
ion. Capitalist production is production under
constraint : the constraint of competition, which
implies the need to minimise cost and maximise sales
at the expense of others. This necessity implies lead-
ership, implies that some dominate whilst others are
excluded from real "management" of their own lives.
Self-management is in reality an illusion, an imposs-
ibility, but the existence of that illusion presents a
real obstacle which we have to confront. ~

_ THATS 'THEM,THE. PARTY wants us|
‘TO GET THEIR NAMES sov-IEO-\N GET
THEM FIRED AND our ov cult HAIR
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IS WORKERS SELF—MANAGEMENT JUST SELF-ABUSE ? (PART 2)» g

The idea of Workers Self-Management
(as distinct from the revolutionary
principle of generalised self-
managomenp) has received a lot of
publicity when it has been sponsored
by well-known politicians, trade r
union leaders and populist govern-
ments. They usually explain it as
a democratic reform leading to
better industrial relations and 
productivity. Workers Self—Management
is becoming a more and more important
option in ruling class politics.
It does not follow that the different
Radical and revolutionary currents i
have managed to keep clear of the
narrow version of;Self-Management,
which is, in the long run,
reactionary.
Anyone who is committed to over~
throwing the class system must
also be committed to overthrowing
the regime of Work, which in class
society is not just productive
labour, nor merely a mode of
exploitation. Work is discipline.
The division and organisation of
labour under capitalism not only
creates poverty at the point of
production, it also preserves the
general conditions of shortage
from which the earliest kinds of
systematic exploitation arose.
Wage-labour and production for
profit are the best guarantees that
the world will never have what it
needs, let alone what we want.
For this-reason, avoiding Work in
its most acute forms is necessary
to developing the revolutionary
struggle in every other area of  
daily life. The general strike is
as much an end in itself as a
tactical weapon against bosses. 0f 
course, this refusal of Work goes
on all the time, and for class—»
conscious revolutionaries it is
often more than merely a way of
getting a living with the least
possible effort. It is a practical
application of the principle that
the ruling class owes us a living,
since it will not allow us to I
recreate the world for our own
benefit and our own pleasure.Lif@
on the dole, squatting and thieving,

D

P

can sometimes allow individuals to
live a kind of black-market existence
where material sufficiency and the,
ordinary liberties of the Consumer
are exchanged for self—managed time.
Some people have adopted a complete-
ly diffcrcnt.strategy for avoiding
the more degrading and painful v
aspects of Work. Having decided that
their jobs were too boring, too harm-
ful, too menial or too disciplined,
they have gone and set up co-ops,
small businesses in unprofitable * ,
sectors of the economy, involving I
skilled but intensive labour. In all
but the most successful co-ops, the
wages are low.
Many co~opcratives came into being
simply because ordinary businesses
would not or could not handle
revolutionary custom. These are ,
almost all concerned with publishing,
printing and distributing books,
papers, pOSb€TS_&nd pamphlets of the
revolutionary movement. They do not
exist simply in order to improve the
working lives of the people in them-¢
in fact, most of the work is boring,
very badly paid, or not paid at all.
Those co~operutivcs and collectives
are not ideological, because although
their-business is the dissemination
of ideas, they do_not advertise the
virtues of their form of production,
nor are they concerned with marketing
their product on the basis of its
moral superiority over the capitalist
counterpart (as with the hand-woven
basket, organic/wholefood, the ,. 
independent record label, etc.)Thc
revolutionary paper does not mean to;
compete with the capitalist press, ;
and the collective which prints it
is not thinking in terms of replacing
the capitalist next door. It docs  
not, therefore, need to justify its
existence or its mode of production
in terms of an ideology of ‘Workers
Control‘.
Between the Bonnite Workers Cokops
and the revolutionary collectives,
however, there is a political_ n:
current which advocates the setting:
up of co~ops as a.nevo1utionary ; 
strategy in itsclf.This current
often identifies itself as anarchist,
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an identification which I would
criticise. It would be possible to
repudiate this philosophy on tactical
grounds alone, as an economic move-
ment with no phance of beating
capitalism at the buying-and-selling

‘- _

As I have already suggested, auton-
omous co-ops might succeed in creat- '
ing their own market-for certain
useful products which ordinary
capitalists:wouldn't bother trying to
make, and even compete with large
companies in labour-intensive
industries like house-building. But
it is this very labour-intensiveness
which limits co-ops both in the
capitalist market, and in their app-
eal as the basis of a revolutionary
Utopia. A co-op simply cannot
generate a large enough trading
surplus to enable them to compete
with hi hl technological industries.8 Y
At the moment, most of them can't
even pay decent wages.
We all recognise that most capitalist
technology is either wasteful or
repressive. But the ideology of
co-operative labour is anti-technology
as such--implicitly, and often .
explicitly. A society based on small
units of productive labour would be
unable to develop complex technologies-
Such a society, even if it could
develop under the very economic base y
of class exploitation, would be
unable to liberate us from Work, let
alone enable us to go beyOnd_this
struggle simply to stay alive.
The link between those in the 'main- I
stream‘ labour movement advocating
participation by workers in factory
lannin , and those on the oliticalP 8 P

fringes who are promoting co-ops as
a revolutionary strategy, is the T
common origin of their ideas in the
growth of radical politics in the 60s.
The notion that workers mi ht beg t
left to manage their own degradation
with the minimum of day-to-day super-
vision did not just appear in the
heads of people like Benn one day
around 1974 It was bein revived bypp. . g
liberal extremists long before
Meriden and the Alternative Economic
Strategy. ‘

I
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In the late sixties, many people
thought that co-operative farms,
shops and workshops would serve
as a radical catalyst, by whose
example the masses would turn away
from their polluted and alienated
lives and set up 'alternatives\i
on a mass scale. Fifteen years.  
later, the'parasites_of the British
mainstream left are supporting the
offer of ‘workers participation’
as an integral part of a more t
streamlined corporate state, by ‘
which they hope to be able to cease
buzzing around in the political
swamp.-

" /HERE.’ ENJOY some 9-GM,"
emawnumEoe>
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Co-operatives may be a way of get-
ting certain jobs done, and they
may also be a more tolerable way it
of passing a working day, but they
are not a solution to the problems-
of the working class. Those working
in co-ops for purely ideological y
reasons are simply saving the DHSSO
money and keeping out of trouble.
We must make an equally clear .-
distinction between our collective
effort to spread revolutionary w
ideas and activity, with the aim
of bringing about a classless
society, and the attempts which are
now being made to promote self-
managed work simply as a means of
cutting down on overheads, under
the ideological guise of Industrial
Democracy, but_with the aim of
perpetuating our status as a class
Of W8.g6-Sl&VBS,
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In the last bulletin, an article described the oppressive
use of modern office technology (VDU's, computers
etc. )1’ but argued that a free society would be able to
use such systems for everyone’s benefit. Many people
might say that igdustrial, synthetic and computer
technology generally will benefit us “when its under
our control, not that of the ruling class", and they
may even say that such technologies, developed to
their maximum could be the basis of our freedom
from work, hardship etc.

‘Q.

These ideas, that technology = progress, continually
trotted out by the media for the techno-bureaucracy
which runsindustrial capitalism, are almost a new
religion that seems above questioning. T

In the last few yearslthere has been increasing anger
and resistance to industrial development - nuclear
power, road building, heavy traffic, airports, work-
place mechanisation, pollution, destruction of the
countryside & soil etc ‘Two basic questions come to
my mind :  it s

-

a

' . a) by opposing only the excesses of industrial-
isation, do we get to the root of the ppoblem ?

r .

b) is industrialisation itself repressive, or is it
the System which controls it ? l

These are important questions (and I don't claim to
know all the answers), which due to theiindustrial
domination of oursliv-es and environment, should be
looked into responsibly, so as to further our under-
standing of society and help us in our opposition to
all forms of oppression. Living under State-run, patri-
archal and capitalist systems for so long has moulded
and prevented" people from discovering that they do
not need Authority, money and the family. Likewise,
the modern industrial system and..culture convinces
us that we need it. T

It is useful to ‘look at the results of industrial tech-
nology on "our ‘ lives that would be true for any
System controllingit, bearing in mind that we are
seeking to create a free society without money or
povrer structures, where people live and work as they
wish, individually and together, sharing and caring for
each other in a health and creative environment.

\
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mousrmar TECHNOLOGY--WOULD we as BETTER OFF WITH LESS or IT, on EVEN WlTHOU_TlT?
RESULTS OF INDUSTRIAL (I use ‘industrial’ to
TECHNOLOGY mean institutional

work, processes and
structures dominating personal and social autonomy
and rhythrns.)- by
Most people look at the end product as the only
result of a process. But the means to create that end
are as important. Whilst industrial production can
sometimes provide efficiency and sophistication,
speed and quantity, it also imposes an industrial
order. Due to the complexity, high energy usage, and
interdependence of units of production, amongst
other things, industrialism also means :~

- specialisation, administration and hierarchy
(& therefore a class structure)

- stability, dependence & centalisation
-routine labour '
- social disruption (work v play, workplace v
home or playspace, city v country)

- pollution, waste, dangerous processes (physi-
cally or psychologically-)

- mass culture, alienation, cheapening of life.
- natural and human rhythms of life domin-
ated by industrial ones

The greater the industrial domination over society,
the more these characteristics will control us.

Although all aspects of living interweave, it helps to
look at a few examples of how industrial technology
affects us. s O

1. TRAVELLING Cars are a good example of the
terrorism of industrial techno-

logy. 10's of l,O00’s of people are killed by cars in
the world each year, millions more injured, 100's of
millions are terrorised and their movements restri-
cted. Children are imprisoned (home, school etc),
until they learn to obey the rule of the traffic system.
Even those inside a car are imprisoned.
(Typists comment? 'That’s the last time I give this
bloke c lift in my motor)

Other results are the disruption of the environment,
and of community, pollution (air,noise etc )fdestruc-

ation of nature and the need for mining, industrial
labour, servicing and waste. Some of the other
problems also result, on a smaller scale, from buses,
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traifis& planes. l _
sIn a society where we are not dominated by the

clock and property, where people can relax .comm-
unicate & share, there is no need for the obsession
with individual speed. Walking, bicycles (maybe with
small motors for those unable or unwilling to cycle
unaided), even horses, could provide for personal
needs whilst some rail & lorries could more goods
when necessary. Obviously ships or planes are needed
to cross water. _

2. ENTERTAINMENT This is fast coming to mean
something that people cons-

ume, watch, have - not do together ('enter' means ‘be-
tween").. TV, radio, records, films have the result of
creating passive, mass culture 8: hierarchical relation-
ships between performers & producers,and consum-
ers. Spontaneity, involvement, direct communication
are impossible. There are also the drawbacks from the
industrial manufacturing of the equipment. '  

I'm not saying that these forms of expression cannot
be stimulating. But when they dominate our culture,
they dominate our lives so that we are not creative.
Rather than consume a series of fixed technological
(non-)events, entertainment means the way we fant-
asize and play together, sing, make music, sport, act,
joke about etc. .as well as more organised communal
events.

3. PRODUCTION Industrial production has devel-
oped by force over the last 200
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years, and if we seek a new society, then rather than
simply aim to take over society as it is, we should aim
to create libertarian social relationships and environ-
ments as we reject and break up all the means of our
oppression - not only the political machinery of the
State and patriachal social relationships, but also the
industrial hierarchy, order and rhythms. '

Not only are the majority of workplaces producing
unnecessary or questionable products, with oppress-
ive working methods and environments, but a whole
fragile superstructure of administration, communic-
ation, control and dependency is imposed on the
whole society. '

Therefore it is not just a question of seizure, collect-
isisation and administration through unions or
workers councils of shop-floor delegates. Even with
the abolition of money and the State, the environ-
mental order and routine of daily life would continue
with a reformed political structure of a techno-
bureaucratic class (delegates or not) controlling
society through the institutionalised control of
production.

You may say that the workers councils or associat-
ions could abolish-unnecessary, wasteful, dangerous
and oppressive industries and methods. But this is
back to front - no institution wishes to or is able to
attack -or abolish itself. Even if the focus for decision
making lies in community associations, the basic
question is whether to continue the industrial base 8:
order of society, or create a new social life lvlsed
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around workshop, agricultural and craft production
and. technology. with necessary industrial back-up as
long as it ceases to monopolies. - y ‘

4. INFORMATION TECI-ll-IQLOGY As for inform-
* ation techn-

ology (V DU’s etc Yj these only become necessary or
even ‘our saviours’ when social revolution is mistak-
enly seen as'the further development and ‘ration-
alisation’ of this industrial society, rather than the
creation of as free and as humeyn a communit as3'
possible. i

This could involve breaking down the city/country
polarisation, decentralising communities and produc-
tion, developing renewable energysources, sharing
skills and projects, collectivising (into libraries) tools,
resources and knowledge, recyclying materials, as
much local self-sufficiency in food as possible. etc
and at all times developing the spirirt of community,
individuality 8: creativity. '

VDU technology is marginal to such a society.

I'm not trying to make a blue print for a. free society,
which only leads to dogma and insensitivity to the
very wide range -of peoples desires and imagination, as
well as the diversity of practical conditions in every
region of the world. lam trying to encourage people
to question the propaganda of industrial technolog-
ists, and also to try to understand the human desires
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expressed around us - both in opposition to modern
industrialisation (anti-airports, traffic, mechanisation
movements etc, as well as refusal of industrial work
itself) and also peoples desires for craftwork, allotm-
ents, -and non-industrial culture, production and
environment generally. ' _ -

There is no past ‘golden age’ to look back to, just a
vital need to look at the present and possible future,
with a wealth of experience and knowledge to share
and learn from. I feel that the LWG bulletin is an
excellent piece for a wide and non-dogmatic discuss-
ion onothe sort of society we wish to live in, and how
itcouldcomeahout. c is . .
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THESES ON COUNCIL COMMUNISM TODAY

‘ Denmark, March 1980.
_ _ ‘I

I. Capitalism, Crisis, Revolution, Communism.
\u

i

1) It is capital that causes the crisis of capitalism.

Capitalist production is not a form of production deter-
mined by human needs. It is production determined by
the necessity for capital to accumulate. This - and not over-
production, underconsurnpticn, bureaucratic state etc. -- is
the reason forthe crisis of capitalism. Why ? Because for
capital to accumulate, exploitation has to be increased. And
the more capitalists have already increased mrploitation, the
more they need further exploitation, whilst it is less possible
to extract more surplus value. The clan antagonism intens-
ifies on a social scale and at the same time the solutions
available to the capitalist class disappear : the only solution
to the crisis is workers’ revolution.

2) The working class is the heart (and the brain) of the
l‘EV0lLlfi0l1. def!" 5‘-E (H061! Cm..uusa-|_'Tl-Jl_.. i

3) The revolutionary movement is a spontaneous movement.

Anti-capitalist actions erupt spontaneously. They are
forced upon the workers by capitalism. This action is not
called forth by conscious intention, it arises spontaneously
and irrestistably. In such spontaneous action people reveal
to themselves and to each other what they can do," they
surprise themselves. The collective action at the single
factory and between factories is a reflection of the way in
which the crisis develops on a social scale. The organisation
of spontaneous struggles is the result of capitalism.

4) The revolutionary movement is a council movement.

I

The capitalist crisis stems from the contradiction
between workers and capital at the individual factory. This
is the core and the common denominator of the crisis. The
working class's response to the crisis is mass strike and occup-
ation of the factories. The result of the revolution is the
autonomous assumption of power and production for human
needs. Thus the workers’ council is the basic element of the
anti-capitalist struggle, of the dictatorship of the work.ing--
class andof the future communist society. .

5) The proletarlan revolution means a radical change of all
aspects of social life. *

Capitalist, production and circulation has directly or
indirectly left its mark on every aspect of social life. There-
fore the proletariat: revolution is not just an economic
revolution. Through the workers’ conquest of economic
power it becomes possible to change every aspmt of society,
but this docs not follow automatically from the assumption
of control of the means of production. The goal is collective
autonomy and the grealisation of man in an all embracing
process of the production of material and spiritual life.
6) From economic to political revolution.

The basis of the revolution is the economic power of the
councils ormnised at infividual factories -- but when the
workers’ action has become so powerful that the very ortpns
of government have bwome paralysed, the councils must
undertake the political functions too. Now workers have to
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take care of public order and safety, they niust see-to it that
social life can ‘g_o'on; the council is the instrument for tl1lS
purpose. Decisioils made in the councils are carried out by
the workers . In this way the councils will develop into the
instrument of social revolution. ~'

'7) The basis of communist society : production ofuse value.

Dmisive for the political economy of communism is that
the principle of abstract work is abolished : the law of
exchange* value no longer rules the production of use value.
The political economy of communism is utterly simple, the
two basic elements are concrete working time and statistics.
The production process is no longer determined by the hunt
for profits but by the production of use values. And distrib-
ution is no longer determined by purchasing power but by
need. . .

II. The capitalist workers’ organisations. g t
‘nut ' . lb

8) Social democracy is a counter revolutionary movement.

The basis of social democracy is the immediate consciou-
sness of the masses. The capitalist mode of production
appears as if it were natural. It appears as if it were only
determined by technological development. This means that
the goal of. social democracy is complete, overall coordinat-
ion of production and of the distribution of products. The
means to this goal is a centralised state apparatus with
maximum control over all aspects of social life. means
that the social democratic workers’ movement will consider
the conquest of the means of production by the revolution-
ary workers’ movement as being a threat to the welfare of
the community. It will thus confront it with all kinds of
resistance, from propamnda to violence.

9) The trade union is a capitalist workers organisation.
I

. \, .

The task of the trade union is to take a larger or smaller
part of surplus value from capital. Not to abolish producfion
based on surplus value. This means that meeting the real
interests of its members, i.e. .succesfully raising wages,
presupposes a favourable economic situation, with rising
capitalist profits. Workers’ councils will, on the contrary,
not soften exploitation, but abolish it -- or remove the
remaining obstacles for the abolition of exploitation. The
difference between the two kinds of organisation is therefore
not one of degree but of nature. The trade unions are
opposed to the revolutionary workers’ councils. _-

10) The ‘cornmunist' vanguard party is anti-communist.

The Russian peasant revolution could only be victorious
because the masses were led by a well disciplined and united
vanguard party. But a revolution in highly developed
countries is not a peasant revolution. The goal of the
proletarian revolution is that the workers themselves will be
the masters of production. Only then will capitalism really
be abolished. This is in absolute contrast to the Leninist
party whose aim is the overthrow of the bourgeoisie andthe
ormnisadon of production through a state bureaucracy, i.e.
the establishment of a new ruling class.
III. The present situation. i '-I '- f ~

ll) West European capitalism is in a pre-revolutionary phase.

The prwent crisis of the highly developed capitalist
countries makes it reasonable to assume that we are in a
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pre-revolutionary situation. The situafion is not yet revol-
utionary because of objective circumstances : because the
reproduction of capital has not yet been thrown into a
crisis which totally changes all social life. And because of the
objective circumstances, it is apparent that the immediate
needs of the working class are not for such a revolutionary
overthrow. -

=r

12) The interventionist state is developing a preventative
counter-revolutionary strategy.

In many of the depressed western countries the
democratic state is on its way to taking up a preventative
counter-revolutionary strategy. Perhaps West Germany and
Sweden are the most obvious examples. This trend is
particularly serious because the left-wing movements do not
yet constitute a strong anti-capitalist tendency. The means
include more rigorous procapitalist legislation, centralisation
of decision making, Berufsverhot, promotion of the fear of
living and unveiled violence.

_13) Social democracy in crisis. t

Social democracy fights for two (**) interests : firstly,
the rnaintmance and mrpannon of ‘the common source of
riches’, secondly for the interests of wage earners. In booms
both interests can be satisfied, in periods of depresnon the
last yields to the first (which is equivalent to capitalist
profits). Furthermore, in a period of depresnon social
democracy regards left-wing movements which attack the
very basis of capitalist production as opponents who must be
fought by all pomble means (cf. thesis 8.) The proletarian
workers’ movement must therefore fight social democracy
without any illusions about social democracy serving working
class interests.

14) The struggle against the Social Democradc Party is the
strugde aminst social democracy. ,

.1!"‘F .

The stmggle aminst the Social Democrafic Party is A
struggle to abolish its mass basis : the widespread social
democratic illusions prevelant in the working class.
done through agitation aminst social democracy and through
the strugde aminst parliamentary illusions. But first oi‘ all
it is done practically in the stmggleiior immediate needs and
in collective self-determination, as opposed’ to social demo-
cratic state intervention. The independent groups and
movements based on the principles of council organisation
are in themselves the best arguments aminst social
democracy.  

15) The jusfificafion for, and limits of, trade unions.

_ Trade unions are necesmry in the struggle for the
improvement of the wage labourer’s living conditions. It is
not the task of anti-capitalist groups to fight against this
function. As the capitalist crins develops the trade unions
cannot and will not (out of consideration for capitalism’s
need for profits) fulfill this task. Through this the proletariat
realises the impossibility of chanmng things given the condit-
ions under which it lives, i.e. .the proletariat realism the
difference between the capitalist and the proletarian workers’
movements. It is the task of the anti-capitalist groups to
maintain and develop discussion of this understanding of the
usefulness and limitations of trade unions - for instance
through strike committee$.***
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16) The strugme aminst trade unions : the struggle to control
strikes.

There is no continuity between the trade union struggle
and the revolunonary struggle. Anti-capitalist groups must
fight any illusions about this. The conflict between the trade
union and the body preparing to organise the council
_man.ifests itself because, whereas for the trade unions the
strike is the last argument for the most advantageous compr-
omise, to the revolutionary workers’ movement it is the first
step in anti-capitalist action. A crucial point will therefore

{be the control of strikes. If, in the workers’ eyes the trade
unions fail to fulfill their capitalist functions satisfactorily,
it is the task of anti-capitalist groups to fight for the prod-
uoers' autonomous assumption of control of the strikes,
wildcat strikes. i

17) The anti-capitalist groups must criticise left-wing
movements. T

The refonnism crlm'nating in social democracy hides
behind many left-wing maslts today. And social democracy
-— whatever name it goes under - is the most serious hind-
rance for the revoludoln and the last hope of the bourgeoisie.
Anti-capitalist groups must therefore consistently criticise
left wing reformism and opportuninn and may not -- out of
a misunderstood loyalty to the movement - pretend to be
more stupid than it is. These groups cannot -~ especially at
the present level of clan struggle -- go in for a broad leftist
unity movement nor at all for a ‘leftist leadership’.

9|
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18) The struggle aminst the Leninist workers’ organisations
involves a critique of state capitalism.

Nobody vsho has anything to lose apart from his chains
(and probably not even these) will ever fight for a new
socialist society if it is only a correction of the established
system. This is an essential argument aminst Leninist work-
ers organ-isations. Thepoint is that their function will be the
same as that of the Social Democratic Party : to geta group
of leaders into power who by using mvernrnent will make
plans for production. i necessitates a critique of the
Russian system -~ here the bureaucracy - the new ruling
class - has complete control of producfion and so control of
surplus value too. On the other hand the workers only get
their wagm and so they are as exploited class. So it must be
constantly emphasised that a revolution led by any Leninist
party cannot go beyond a radical reform of capitalism and
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that Leninist groups must be fought since they threaten the
rndepcndence of self-organised movements.
'19) The radicalising effect of concrete struggle. H

In all schemadc outline it can be said that the wage
labourer exists in three different forms in bourgeois society.
Firstly, the wage labourer exists -- for example in the polling
booth -- as are crttaen, 1.e. .a neutral individual, responsible to
bourgeois society. Secondly, the wage labourer exists as a
soctal partner, _1.e. .as a producer who recieves part of the
pl'Odl1CI101‘l surplus as wages; this is the basis of trade unionist
COIISCIOIISDESS. And thirdly, in the spontaneous and autono-
mous action as a class individual; in its concrete consequence
the lself-ormzused struggle as wage-labourer, includes the
Possrbrhty of QOIHQ beyond the common role as social part-
ner : forexample, the concrete circumstances of the strike
struggle may necessitate a factory occupadon. Here the
if-forlt_e__r ’surpr1ses lnmself’.
20) The‘ function of anti-capitalist workers’ groups is to

maintain the workers standpoint.

Autonomous action entails the possibility of creating a
workers’ standpoint. ,1-Iowever, this standpoint exists in
opposition to state educafiorral institutions (schools, radio,
TV), the bourgeois press, social democrmy, trade unions, etc.
it is the function of the anti-capitalist workers’ groupsto

the radicalised workers’ standpoint beyond the
lsolated action, to make it collective and generalised_****
Anti‘-capitalist V workers’ groups can and must retain the
results of movements, they must be a forum in which exper-
rences from social stwggles can be exchanged. They must
nurture understanding of the necemity for collecn've actions
popmst ‘capitalism and they must support and criticise radical-
19m9 Social struggles. The seeds of the movement preparing
for workers’ councils are to be found, e.g. in the strike
committees. Only through such or-mnisations will workem
themselves be able, collectively and individually, to act, make
decisions and thus educate themselves, creating their own
Independent opinion. Only in this way can a genuine self-
organisation of the proletarlan class be built up, from which
can develop the workers’ councils. s g

21) ,The proletarian workers’ move_rn.ent struggles for
collective selfdetenninaolon.

I

T1'i.8._ slogan about direct and all-embracing democracy is
the.‘ most important slogan of all. Democracy within capital-
18111 rs ‘nothing but a formal political equality. This form of
democracy. is incompatible with the principles of council
organisation. If a_ 20th century utopia exists it is the concr-
ete utopia cf the councils. This utopia becomes of interest
at the moment when the bureaucratic state apparatus and the
capitalist workers’ organisations are no longer able to repres-
ent the elementary interests of large -sections of the populat-
ion. ‘The goal of the council commurdst workers’ movement
rs collecnve autonomy and the realisation of man in an all-
fmbmcmg P1111988 of production of material and spiritual
hie. The slogan concerning communist democracy is mean-
mdess without the maintenance of self-organisation at the
base; without a demcoradc practise a radical critique of
b°"1‘9@°i$ Pseudofdemocracy is imposoble.

The capitalist production process constitutes the bans of
bourgeois society. The capitalist crisis stems from the capit-
alist production process and so is expressed-, fundamentally,
in r the clam struggle between producers and exploiters.
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Therefore capitalism must and will be overthrown at the
point of production, i.e, in the workers’ autonomous
struggle for command of the individual factory. Workers are
the direct and practical masters of the machinery. They have
the most important economic function in capitalism.
Bourgeois society is based on their labour. Therefore it is the
autonomous strike and the mass strike, followed by the
workers’ occupation of the factories which is the decisive
form of action towards the formation of a council-commune
ist movement. . *

No democracy without socialism -
No socialism without direct democracy !
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Four corrections of the translations from Damh to English
were made : _ _ - _ _ _
* exchange. This word was not in the original, its additton
makes sense of the relationship intended.
** The word superior was omitted here. One interest can be
superior to another, but there is no explicit or understood
comparison with the ‘two interests’ in the text. Therefore
‘two superior interests’ appears as meaningless, at least m
English, g
-we urhé ii-npossibflity of -------proletarian workers’ move-

ments.’ ' The meaning of the original text was very unclear
' here so we have guessed at the intended sense. _ ‘_ g

****respectable. The word respectable has connotations in
English which make it unsuitable in this context - it’s
usually taken to mean acceptable to the establishment, i.e.
bourgeois. The word generalised has been substituted as
better conveying the sense of ‘broadly accepted’ which we
think was intended. ,

JT and FW. London, August 1981'.
 .

2} The working class E the heart (and the brain) of the
s Revolution.

r

The capitalist production process constitutes the basis of
bourgeois society. The capitalist crisis stems from the capitalist
production process and so is errpremed, fundamentally, in the
clam struggle between producers and exploiters. Therefore cap-
italism must and will be overthrown at the point of production,
i.e. in the workers‘ autonomous struggle for command of the
individual factory. Workers are the direct and practical masters
of the machinery. They have the most important egpnomic
function in capitalism. Bourgeois society is based on their
labour. Therefore it is the autonomous strike and the mass
strike, followed by the workers’ occupation of g the factories
which is the decisive form of action towards the formation of a
council -communist movement. ' l‘

These theses were produced by the Danish Council Communist
group [c/o Anders Cruger, Hans Tausensgade 9 th, 5000
Odense , Denmark] Before they split up and started
beating one another up, the ICC printed an obsequious 6 page
critique of these theses in their International Review. Typically,
they didn't bother to print the text itself- so much forlntern-
ationalism (and for World Rerdlution, Revolution Internation-
ale etc- etc.) g ' i
As a contrast to these theses we print overleaf a short article
from Le Frondeur which is critical of this sort" of councillisrn.
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1) According to the Ultra-Left viewpoint, the workers’
council is the organisafional vforrn which has to be finally rea-
ched before the proletariat can shovr its revolutionary msence.
This position hides the fact that this current sees the essential
reasons for the successive, defeats of the proletarian movem-
ents in the manipulations, violations and prmsures which the
“bureaucrats” carry out against the class - and which are supp-
osedly held in check by the councils, general amonblies,
workers ’ autonomy and elected-and-instantly-revocable-dela
gates. t

2) Instead of putting into context the influence and posver
of the "bureaucracy" - that is, instead of looking to the limits
and weaknesses of the real movement in order to find a
favourable terrain for its re-emergence, the “bureaucracy” is
designated as an evil which hinders an intrinsically revolution-
ary proletariat from acnng in a revolutionary way.

r3) - , explains the Ultra-Lofts search for organisational
guarantees which they irnaglne will avoid the situation where
the proletariat allows itself to be diverted from its path. To
take an example from history; it wasn’t thanks to any mach-
iavellian astuteness that the Bolsheviks managed to impose
themselvm on the soviets and then on the totality of Russian
society, but essentially because the proletariat -- as much on
the Russian level as on the world level - was unable to open up
a process of communication which would then perhaps have
created “the situation of no return”.

4} Instead of understanding the upsurge of the council
form and its contents m the product of a precise. social and
historic reality where capital no longer dominated the whole
of the social fabric so much quantitatively as qualitatively,
they make a perverse "apology, which sees the councils as the
universal cure-all despite -their obvious historic failure. Here
a purely ideological attitude is adopted, which risks not only
placing those who cultivate it outdde of any eventual subv-
ersive movement, but also and more importantly rishs bwom-
ing a shackle on it.  

5) To see in the revolutionary movement an essentially
organbafional problem (hence the false debate: Party or
Council) B to be trapped in a problematic which is in fact
imposed by capital. ' Everything ends up being reduced to a
question of ormnisation. Obviously it's not the point to reject
this whole;-question, but quite simply to put it in its proper
plxe. Rather_ than to pointlessly debate around the question
of party or councils, it is clearly more useful to base our refl-
ections on the tasks which a posdble subversive movement
could undertake. These tasm are radically different from
those which faced the proletarian movement more than half a

a

E OF TIME

century ago and which quite rightly were the origin of the
emergence of the workers’ councils. Just as consciousness is
the consciousness of the possibilities at a given moment in
history, so organisation is the practise at that moment.

1-' I
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6) Another point put forward by the Ultra-Left thatcalls
for criticism is the "demand for “real democracy" with all that
it implim : "

' “the election of delegates, revocable at all times by the
general assemblies of proletarians".

Straightavvay we would say that a subversive movement
which has clear objectives does not allow any manipulation.
Such a movement goes forward, and without any hesitation
eliminates the obstacles blocking its program. That is to say
that it is fundamentally undemocratic and certainly doesn't
get underway thanks to general assemblies which are always
precisely the place where all the monkey business is possible.
When proletarians unlmsh a radical movement, it is never
because it has been democratically decided, but more prosaic-
ally because they feel the necessity for it in a vital way. This
in no way means that a movement of this nature is never pre-
ceeded by discussions. But this appears as the situation
demands it, that is, the situation in which the proletarians find
the content and material of their activity. Thus the decision
to act could be taken by a minority (which is always the case
at the bepnning of a radical movement). At this moment the
opposition between minority and majority loses all meaning as.
the minority only convey the existing dtuation to a greater
number of people.

7) Consequently if a movement which is "autonomous"
from the start, that is, it develops outside of or even against
the unions, ends up by being racuperated by them, this is quite
properly because its dynamic doesn't have a revolutionary
beads. A disfincdon must not be introduced between the out-
come and the real nature ofa movement. There is no separat-
ion betvveen that which recuperates and that which is recuper-
ated. So to talk of manipulation, the cunning of the unions
etc. is to have a non-materialist conception of class move-
ménlifi.

To conclude, we quote a passage from “Class Struggle in
France" by Marx .which summarises in a concise way the
materialist position on all modern radical movements: .

"The class that concentrates it the revolutionary
interests of society and which rises up. ""‘ finds the content and
material of its activity immediately in its own situations
crushing its enemies, taking measures imposed by the struggle
and it is the consequences of its ovm action which pushes it
further. , It does not give itself over to any theoretical or
consultative search for its own tasks.”

translated from Le Frondeur No. 7 Spring 1981
 

  ‘I lNTERl‘dATl0NAL DISCUSSION BULLETIQ.

Some of you be aware of the conferences ormed by the
moups participating in the Internafional Discussion Bulletin.
For those rwho don't, the IDB is an irregular journal for disc-
ussion between different Ultra-Left and communist groups,
mostly in Britain and France. It appears in Enmish and French
and the ...groups participating have ormnised a * number of
conferences to continue the discussions in it. The English edit-
ion is co-otdinated by Wildcat in Manchester and Authority in
London. It‘s distributed through A Distribution, though copies

I

‘can also be obtained through us if' -'tl1e*re's."any mfficulty,
The last conference was held in London in April 1981 Several
LWG types went along - only one able to stand it for more
than a few hours. That conference agreed the following
statement as the of. participation in Bulletin and at
conferences :  t

"Our common basis is our participation in the struggle for a
stateless, communist society on a world level, where wage-
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labolll‘. 1‘IlQI1¢Y and exchange, national boundries, the family
have all disappeared. ,
It ‘ts clear that the so-called "socialist" remimm in Russia,

etc. are nothhtg more than the perpetuation of the
domtnatton of capital over the worlolng class and all human
aot1v1ty- 50018118111 in one country is impossible and
“national liberation struggles” whether associated with this
objective or not are counter-revolutionary. A
Both and vanguards, as organisations for the seizure of
state power, and unions, as organisations for determinin the, ~ 9pnce of labour power, can only be obstacles to the strugme for
communism. t
The working clam expresses itself through autonomous forms
of strugde (which tend to push aside the separation of leaders
and led, of theory and practise, of political and economic
struggle), such as anti-union mass assemblies and strike comm-
ittees or at a higher level workers’ councils. The destruction of
capitalism is immediately the affirmation of communism.
There can be no transitional society between capitalism and
communism.”
With the exception of the reference to “mass assemblies”
'there's not much here to disagree with. (We think this should
be changed to “general assemblies" since “mass amemblies"
in English normally refers to union mass meefings which are
not what is intended.) However, the work of the IDB to date
(despite the hard work of the few comrades involved in trans-
lating and producing it) has been of little consequence ’
Conference reports, particularly, have been extremely abbrev-
iated, often resembling a string of apparently unrelated and
occasionally unintelligible aphorisms, delivered in a
pretty mystifying Ultra-Left-speak.

4
' Q‘

_ _-., - .

dou reor materials which have been translated-
have provided interesnng insights into what other groups are
thinking about, the nature of the bulletin itself has prevented a
comprehensive picture emermhg of what are often very differ-
ent (and unfamiliar) bodies of revolutionary thought. This is
partly the fact that the bulletin is necessarily oriented around
discussion of common ground, as opposed to differences, but
it's equally the structure of the bulletin, which prB8\1PP°9°'-i
familiarity with previous issues, and by appearing so irreql-\1a1'1Y
makes any continuity of debate (or even attention) very
difficult. * '
Tho isn't helped by the incomprehension which seems to have
dominated discumdon, particularly between the British and
French groups. Though groups like the now defunct PIC are
relauvely easy to understand in terms of their political roots
(in the case of the PIC in councillism and the ‘German Left’)
even if these are little known here, in the case of those groups
which draw on political traditions which are completely unkn-
own here (Gucrre Sociale is a good example, deriving in part
from the work of the “Italian Left", among other sources)
confusion has reigned. (Notably at the last conference). [For
an introduction to the “Italian Left" see the account in the
Unpopular Books Review mentioned elsewhere in this issue]
It is to be hoped these problems can be overcome.,The pretty
desperate fituation most revolutionary groups are facing could
very easily lead to further ciisintigration and isolation, leaving
the field of “revolutionary" ideas to the various decaying
horrors from the revolutionary waxworks, which groups like
the LWG and most of the groups constituting the IDB network
are attempting to supercede. Anyhow on the next page is an
account of this ye-as conference which was held at Toulouse.
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TOULOUSE CONFERENCE - Easter 1982  refusal of work (lo. they're all on the dolo).. _ H ,, H," ,, I, H," H ,,, -,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,,,_,,,,,_,_,_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_.,

Last year: international conference was a largely
two country affair (Britain & Franco), with tho South
Europoan group: crying off bocauso of the distance.
So this year, having travelled for so hours with virtu-
olly no sleep, it was o hit disappointing to find that
tho only non-French l5T?oplo attending were three

people from London. Admittedly an Argentinian
from Holland came along later but since he was on
holiday in the 8. of Franco anyway he hardly counts.

We got to Toulouse about 9 am. Saturday and
with barely time to pause for coffee and croissants,
the confer-anon began. Groups present were - LNG,
Authoriilh L’Eveil Internationailsto, Guerra Sociale,
Revolution Socials (a splinter from ‘tho now defunct
PIC), Lutto do Clause, plus a few individuals, with
the aforementioned guy from Subvotsief (Holland)
coming in later on. 1

- - 5 '

The morning was taken up by group: and indiv-
idual: now to the “I.D.B Scam” introducing thamsob
was. Nothing very startling. l’Eve£l. Intatnatlonalisto
rabblttod on a bit and Revolution Sociole took up a
f&lf1Y_lfi0_'€l,10QlCIl line. ll can't remember what thoir
line was ol‘t_‘-hand, but it was fairly ldooloigloal. Altar
lunoh our translator wandered off to do his own thing
oo we slept outside on the grant for a bit, than oama
oaok for ‘beer and sat-ales, and rololrtod tho debate,
Poland. roared lts ugly head yet again, with various
peoplo'findlng"reasons to bellow its all potltivo and
wonderfugfdctpito the‘ fact that workats no kissing
bishops‘ anus ~ln the ttroots. l’Evail lntornatlonoliate
pointed out tliat tho working olass in Poland had too-
olud a stage where it appeared that the ‘economy’
can bu stripped from the boutgoolsio and tattoo ovor
by the workers. In other words it’s tho attompt to
isolate the economy: from politics/lilo in general that
makes the workers demandm oountot-rwolutionaty.

Sunday morning began with a discussion of inter-
untlon. This to-it somewhat llmitad by the tact that
for small groups of revolutionaries, intorventioo tonés
to bi rittrlcted to handing out loallott. l'Evoil Int.
Boom to be fdoiog similar things to the L-W6 - holding
public meeting: on particular topioo ato. mod tallteo 1 , V N ’  ,   ,  , V _ L ,
about their involvement in tho St Nazalto dookyoro 5  t "  
t-itrllt'o.1 Su-bvurslef talltod about self-management in
A.-rottordam gin. Baker late. co-ops) and_ ,,_,____ 3'______________________,,,____
@’*‘E@"#P$ "°"'*-'~ WI-W svsnv PIECE toonto 11-to FREE "  mwflo, , 5 I, ,3  Atom?!-ETE PROTEIN!
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After lunch there was some tliscutsion of the next
oooferonoo (if, when and whore) and the bulletin.
Tho absence of S.Em-opeon groups was bemoanad, as
was the ill-preparation of this oonfarenoé. The discu-
ssion than drifted into the thaoryiptactiie dichotomy
At one point L’Evoll Int. aocusod Revolution Sooiala
of being voltmtatist and ideological, but there named

rae oazmaoo om  two 1-same ow! tum .. . ._ -., I
- NOW!» tOM50 1: suaotv vou must M; 417S see ms HEGELIAH ”,,,,,,M,;.,.ABSUBDITYOF  :H°tosw=~"o;t ‘L-%,.,.,,unoenwmnmost V BE   ,....

N gt 'E-G091’lo
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9utl..UE’R-J

to be a lot of bulligarent undertones which wo7re’nt
coming across in the translation, and after this, the
whole meeting just degenerated into an inconsequent-
ial ramble around all the topic; discussed at "ovary

‘ 1revolutionary con Iaronoo. , I Y

‘That waning the moo-ting was reconvened after a V
couple of boars and an excellent oassoulot {for those
not fatttiliat with Ftonoh cuisine, canoulct is fatty
goooo and pork in baked beans), to discuss whether
wo oooltl possibly justify hololnioaotother conference. l
Again, much. votblogo with littleoonsuquancu. Finally
got to bod at somathiog aftor 1 am. and rose, rlfresh»
ed and ready for tho ttolt homowarda. I '

Conclusion : Bits of it were interesting, little of it was
onliqhtoning. 1 I think l’E‘.jtoil Int. had it I

about tight when they said we’to allgroping intho
oath *bo-cause the social motmmont .it in such an
amt:-ryoolo stage. Still two clays of good food, qooo
Wino and sunshine can't be all bad. Put ma down for
nottt yaot. L t

- ' -

. ~I

‘film of you with strong consfltudons will recall that in tho last
two imtn of tho bullotln no pudithad tom: cotrmpondance
about the -monthly mowment in Spain l976-77.. Bdiava ltot
not tots om the only part of the bullétln to attraot further
comfidamo. The ardola ovoflmf is a‘bou,t this mowetnont.
It’o ttamlatid from “Illufiom Polifiqttas at Luttu do Claw“
by Henri Shnoo and Colo Bmtdel.  l_ _ _
At only a notion {tom _a book it prutttvpoositntgtnillatity with
the mmm and history of tome of the political orymflationt that
wore around at the time. Holtwar isn't so it'am'tlnt atntl

_- ' -_ Hp:

what is mam lltould be clear. lt eatplalt1;.t_b,,g,_,gt;;,:tttradlotoryl
nature of the amtoblies -- and thus gjlot of quutions
about what wot-km autonomy and outonontous at-uq¢a are.
The tramlafion is still a little rou¢ --ourtlnoeratltanlutotlze
comrade firm Authority who ll‘! us um this and the place
frm Le Frondeur, trandated for a projeotod on autonom-
ous stmoge. "" t ' l
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,  i ms DIALECTIC or ms “ASSEMBLY novmam-** 1. ' "
n.1.us1o1~rs AND nsnurras

"The amembly movement is the first worlters’ council
in the history of the second Spanish revolution. in conuast to
other previous forms of strugde of the modern workers’ move-
ment which had to fisolve thmselves to avoid bdng recuper-
ated by the uniom or nmflar groups (for mtampie the repre-
mntative commimions at Vitoria) the mamhly movment
lmows how to be permanent and indimoluble, because it is not
recuperablc." i

(from a pmmlet of unknown origin)

Time lina, written in 1977, wd, illustrate the fllunons
that revolutionary g-cups wanted to find in the Spanish situ-
ation we are going to describe. Closer to the truth, but perh-
aps just as far from it in another way, the following (quote
fives a better description of what the assemfly movment
meant for the workers: l '

L “Most are concerned with definite (lei; a decait
wage, a realand dfactive social security, refirement. They
drmaed of having the‘: share of They wanm to
leave their crmped homes and lie on All those
flying to get involved in economic pmsemeddangm
to them. for these new men wasmorejusficeand
more happinm." i g

(Michel del Castille ; "Le',Sortilege FJpa@0l0" p293)

What is mlled the;“mml:ly movement" mpears after:
its demise tobejustumuchanespraonofaspontanmrs
autonomous current as the manipulation ofthkcurrmtbyall
_the union forca united to implant wives as ‘firmly as
podble in the apparatus. Ormnfisations and parties
wantto conquer power within the system, a rcogtised
and ccnceedad bythe system itselfto the atentthat theycan
mow thattheyhavepowerovertheworkers. Asremrcltthe
strugglaofthispaioditcouldbewritten: .

1 - I

\ ‘ ‘

“In these struggles, as much at Vitoria as at Roca, the
self-orgnisation of the workers can be seen u an mbryomc
form of workers’ power, direct dmocracy through the
;-7-mmblies and also the carei'ul,limitation' of the delegta
dected directly by all the workers in strugde, and at nttimet

ll’ - .

'°'°°au°' -  - eveav OTHER noun - I
- nuememacuw == eveevoue ALL oven ~

 ‘rue. EARTH runes anto oecace on am-
 PORTANT» MATTERS.’  

I u

THAT'S 65 BILLIONFOLKS Malone smear-
_ PEMQORACY WORKI!

This was true in periods of intense strugde, but wasn't
sou@t m i such: the revolutionaries understood it in a comp-
letely different way from the workers. The ormnisations and
partim mw it in yet another way. Although it wasn't always
apparent, there was already at this time a contradiction
Mtwem-1 the autonomous movement at the base, and the
ormnisation of lament structures arinng from move-
ment. The panage to modern forms of the domination of
labour can only be made by sweeping away the old forms. But
in Spain in 75-6 a part of capital sfill clung to them. The

and union ormdmtions couldn't guarantee this pam-
we on thdr own - they had to use the social movement, and
throu¢ such manipulation set up ormns nec&ry to this
strugde, whose tmporary t nature guaranteed their autonom-
ous charactm, but whom survival and permanence after the
strugfle had finished guaranteed the stranglehold of the
buraucracy and a structure which benefited capital. The
situation was way different from the thirdes: The workers’
strugge is u@biguous and develops in the way that suits it
- capimlist shalom are attached to thh snugde to control
and lmtitit. To that endthe PCE (Spanish Communist Party)
had several string to its bow : its infiltration of the Francoist
unions could poafly "give it the framework for a nude union
in a~ state capitalist society; in aborted conquat _of the‘ Work-
ers Commissions had given it only a
Having failed to rmlise its goals by either route, the PCE, with
the hdp of othn union Hoes, nied to construct, (or allowed
the construction of), rank and fie ormns whose pmnanence
could strengthm the fmework of the unitary union of which
they d1-med. (1) t

. ' |-

Howeeer me ituation in Spain wasn’t camstrophic
enou@, or the presmre “revcl'utionary"~enough to
require an ,jofunions.(2)The rest haclbeen done
by the prmtre of the Eur-opmn “democ-
ratic” modd imposm on Spain by the capitalist groups was
based on mural um'onism which expresed the plurality of the
economic intercsm concmned. The CC00 (Workers Comm'us-
ions) would be a union just like the others. ’l'hePCE and the
CCOO wouldn't get to play this role however. Varying
according to actor or region it was left to the UGT and the
socialists, the USO and the left catholics,or in the Basque
lands the political moups and unions. These diff-
erent goups E spire to the same function in apitalist-soc
iety, and they have the same nmd for workers struggles in
order to mpoce this function.

 ems to this, and on the surface with a different
perspwtive (gmerally dmribed as “revolutionary”, which
includu the leninist partisans oi-,,.totalitan‘an state capitalinn
as mam as ‘*counm'Ilis_ts" or anarchists) some groups tried to
malte a place fa thmeclwm monmt the "vanguard workers"
who had abandoned the PCE and gven the strugde a “revolut-
ionary vigour and conscioumm" which they ccnfidered to be
lacking monmt workers preoccumed with immediate dem-
ands. Thm goups prolifmntd in Speinin 76-77 but what
role md they play in the strug¢e§__of this period? What part did
they ‘flay in me momentum "of ‘the manfly moremmt?
Cetfiy the dtuationj in Spain favoured an intervention of
this type. On the one hand there were no modern legal struct-
ures to omme initiativm from the rank and fie (the Francoist
uniom could not perform role and the other unions were
still clandatine md couldnit it openly). On $0 Of-bfl
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hand the strugmes left to themselves, had to organhe in such a
way that the clandestine groups, more familiar with techniques
of action, could eafily propose forms of orgamsdtion and take
key positions. Finally, as in all countries with a large and
recently industrialised pmsant base (France, Italy, Spain etc.)
state-capitalist ideology could be strongly implanted as it
responded as much to the needs of capital as to certain needs
of the struggle =(co-ordination in conditions of fragmented
production for example).

However it would be a misunderstanding of the class
struggle to attribute the depth and momentum of the “as-
embly movement" to "militants" whether in groups or parties
or those who, as is always the case, emerge spontaneously in
the struggle itself, as they are freed from the constraints of
dial! life aI1.€l.. the real features of exploitation are revealed. A
minority often "appears which is more ccmbatative and more
prepared to fight to the finish than the other workers. It is
those who emerge spontaneously from the struggle who give
life to the forms of ormnisation which are proposed to them,
3: on the contrary, who destroy them by completely rejecting

em.
' <

' 1

t This dmtruction of structures in the strugde was the
fate of th§__EI&flCdSt unions as in most of the strugpes the
rank anduni, elected their ddegates (revocable if
they gverenfti'.j:mtisfactory), tried to impose themselves as an

direct negotiations, and intended to keep
total control all decisions. This destruction of vertical‘

! ' 1-; 4'4‘

unions was little short of total (mtoept as we have seen, in
certain c%_f,oi- the PCE and the CCOO) (3). But to avoid
being in their turn, the clandestine ormnisations had
been to go furthe'r into the assembly movement in the’
way we analysed above.‘ Thh was resolved to the benefit of the
apparatuses to the extent that no “revolutionary” perspective
mrerged from the struggle. t .

U
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have such a perspective although attempts, were made to place
it in such a perspecétive notably outfide In actual fact
the feature of the autonomy of the movement is
that the workers (no matter on whose initiative) cane together
very in assemblies to put their united power forward
against the (francoist) apparatuses which were trying to fix the
price of theirlabour power behind their backs and without
their knowledge. Time asemblies only worked "democratic-
ally" on a local and limited; level. This how the strike
at Roca could go so far in the affirmation of the power of

I
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workers’ assemblies and the control of delegates. Everyone
knew everyone else and so manipulations were‘ more difficult
to can-y out and manoeuvres were eadly avoided. When the
strike spread at local level, the "co~ordinations" were only
posnble as mini-assemblies ofdelemtes or committees elected
at a second’ remove from the rank and file.’
which had been able to emerge in the firstdelegations
much narrower with the second, and as criteria of beinga
“good speaker" or efficient determined the choices the parties
were all the more able to secure places for their men. These
capitalist criteria immediately restored the hierarchies and the
distance from’ the rank and file; they prefigured the eventual
emergence of the unions. From this point of view it is of little

/-Ans 1 mvefimrm j  
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importance whether they declared themselves to be revolution-
ary or reformist. The strikes at Sabadell and Vitoria give
examples of this situation. It turned out the mme in the large
industrial units where direct democracy could have eadsted at
the level of the workshop or‘ department-i-biuit would‘ have
become difficult at the level of the factory. A example
is that of SEAT in Barcelona. Here during 77178, even before
the union elections, the assmhly system endedwith the con-
stitution of a vertical apparatus in the factory which was
firmly in the hands of the unions which were being legalised,
thus shutting the door. for the present to all autonomous
initiatives. e * T i T  '

n —-‘:1 _

It is interesting to (compare the different sorts of
assemliies, their systems of delegation and how they worked
during the course of '76-7'7. ‘I'he first example is’ that of Fords
at Valencia as it functioned during the strikes of January and
May 1977. The heart of the system was the co-ordir1_a_,tion of
delegates composed of 72" delegates. from various “labour
commissions". These delegates were elected by asemblies of
divisions (motor, bodywork, assembly, painting and central
servicm) and by joint amemblies of sections and" departmenu
within these dividons. t But during the struqqlfi another organ-
isation was substituted for thk; an organisation which derived
from the very structure of the factory. The co-ordination of
delegates was the intermediary between the general assembly
(at this scale , if all the workers were present, it was no longer
a meeting where things could be discumed, only accepted or
rejected) and area amernblies (six geographical cones not based
on type of work). It can be seen how manipulations were
pom'ble, and that the system didnft function as wdl, since
after these struggles " All-Power to the General Amembly"
was demanded alongnde "Continue the Co-ordination of
Delegates". Coming out of a demfre to “prolong the struggle”
this question of permanence greatly helped the installation of
union structures. v i i
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Vitoria is another, but somewhat different example.
Here it wasn't a case of a sings factory but of a large number
of large and small caompanies. The factory amemblies elected
committees which were in principle revocable and which dealt
with the arrangement and co-ordination of the struggle
(analysis, resistance funds, leaflet production, perspectives).
These committees themselves came together locally in assembl-
ies of delegates called representative commimions which over-
all made sure of the centralisation of the strugge, the unific-
ation of demands and the generalisation Poi’ the struggle to
students, the neighborhoods and other sectors of the
Pflpulation, This “or@.nisation” and the vocabulary used mves
an itnprem'0n as much of a spontaneous organisation as of a
party or union structure. In the last analysis it all depends on
the relation between the base amernblies and the delegations:
1‘¢P1‘%5on -could swing thwt towards bureaucracy, if the
assemblies could no longer meet or towards workers timeo-
racy if the leaders were arrested. Just as with the organintions
in the big factc-rim, the permanence of these apparatuses
helped their conquest by the parties and groups.
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The metalworkers strike at Sabadell gives another
examme of the self-organisation of the “assembly system”.
We would stress that here, even more than at Vitoria, a large
number of factories set up a rml democracy of the rank and
file which required organs for coordination. In 12 zones of
the town local assemblies were held every morning and a
general assembly was held every evening at the church of Can
Orian. This assembly decided from day to day how the move-
ment would continue. The figures oven for the general
assembly refer to about 7-8,000 participants out of 15-20,000
strikers. Above all, it was the militants of the C000 who tried
to manipulate the movement - it was emential for them to
“stay calm" at that moment in the hope of getdng leg] recog-
nition for the unions. The twin action of the unions and the
police came at the end of the workers action which remained
limited to Sabadello The party-mongers were experts at man-
oeuvres, They basedthemselvcs amongst the less active people
to denounce the adventurist character of those who underst-
ood that a movement gets bogged down if it doesn't 9°
forward. They sowed confusion in the assemblies at the same
time as police action upset the worltinm of the edifice of
asemblies and delegations. So we come acrom the habitual
repressive form of the western democracies where repression is
combined with the actions of the unions to brmk all inclinat-
ions to autonomy. But rather than repremdon, it was more a
ieding amonmt the workers that a certain level of struggle
could not be reached which crmted the limim of the strike,
its encirclement and its end.
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g At Roca, just as in the other examples mentioned,
the organisation at the base made it impossible to use the vert-
ical unions just as much as the “clandestine” unions in order
to defend the demands and organise the struggle. The problem.
that arose, the necem‘ty to find an alternative form of organ-
iS&t1OIl. which served the interesm of the workers, shnultaneow
sly gave rise to both the originality and the limits of this orga-
isation of the rank and file as an expression of workers auton-
omy during the strike, and as a neo-union structure underlying
the course of the. strike, which after the strike strove to
become permanent. It is interesting that this autonomous
structure came up aminst the unions which tried to find an
"entry" into the strike to use it and control it through the
structure being made official. t But the description of this
structure by the strikers themselves as “the construction of a
unitary union section" in which at all moments tendencies
could validly exprem themselves, shows that in the very form
of the assembly system, the majority tendency of the workers
was the construcdon of a "union". Certainly an idealised
union, but with the functions that it assumed under capital so
determined that once the struggle was over it revealed its true
characteristics. In this case we can't speak of the influence of
clandesdne unions. In contrast to Sabadell and Vitoria, at
Roca these organisafions were outside the strike and condem-
ned its practises. It was less important seeing that the assem-
bly system worked perfectly (at Roca we find the system of
mini-assemblies, representative commissions [assemblies of del-
egates] already described which apparently assured workers’
democracy right from the bait; of the strike to its end).
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the strilte was ementially with the “oth 3 é B lrqugtput mm? 9° aftema'd" but in the ifmquenl 111011191115 in Spfiifl9‘ “mm °l-‘fifllfiflfins 11-meg 76-77 where the needs of the economic struggle can--Las to who was going to "represent" the workers in the discom-
ions. In a way, because of the verfical union systmu
which was still an existence, we find here an oppodtion which
exists univermlly under Western capitalimzz that be?
Ofwm of the rank and file - workers anmliies (sometirnm a
duectly elected strike committee) - and the apparatuses which
have an esential function in capital.
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ted the struggle off the terrain of the factory and into a mare
dobai framework than this economic struggle; We will only
take the three examples cited above; Sabadell, Vitotia and
Rona, to strm that the struggle quickly took over the streets
following p the intervention of the police, that it swept up the
Whale P°PI-Ilafion in the neighborhood committees, that
women were able to play a direct role in the struggle ._and
finally that it moved beyond politics (in terms of parties) thro-
ugh the collective action of confrontation or the self-organio
anon of all the activitim needed to pursue the struggle. It is
11° lmqar the form of this sdf-organisation that is essential,
but the melts it undertakes and the goals it strive for. On this
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~ It could appear m we have mid, that during 1976
the workings of the assemblies and elected delegates in a mult-
itude lof strugles opened the way to an autonomous devdop-
mentof the struggles - some wouldn't hdmte to call it “rev-
olutionary”. The collapse ha been afl the more brutal for
them as the recomtised unions, imluding the CNT, were insta-
lled, and the legal system of ddemfion and contractual incu-
rsions resumed the role which had temporarily bmn taken up
by the memfly system". And that thh hapmd without
major conflicts (in every way no diffm-ent than in other West-
an industrialised countries}. It could he mid that for the
majority of workers active in the amemblies, the pamge from
spontaneity to an institution has been “nomal" just as, to the
atent that capital dominates than, it is true that it is the any
mechanisms of the system which appmr the mmt appropriate
to carry out an emntial fumtion: the discumion of the price
of labour power. Dinflunomnent comm hm an inahlity to

this fact and the fllufion that atzlam ormtzion
which draws its real life from a period of determined strugme
can be pflmanently mfintained. e
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terrain‘ there was no pom’ble recuperation because it all stop-
ped with the struggle*"it\self and by returning to the everyday
forms of wtance to the domination of capital - the only
refug; for autonomy outside periods -of direct and open
mu e. p
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Aruthors Footnotes. - ' s

(1) This ntuation could he compared to that cieated in May
1968 in Fme when Seguy propmed to Pompidou that the
CGT (the CP controlledunion) be "recognised" as the only
union confederation in return for the tpromke oft a speedy
return to work in the occupied factories, a, that
collapsed in the face of the oppodtion i the other confed-
mations. - t
(2) Even in Italy thing starfing to Fevolie in this wayeins the
sevmties had not been taken to the limit, except in the crucial
mtor of metallurgy. ' t t ;_-
(3) CCOO - a union controlled by the PCE and formed by the

funon of Workers Commhnons capturedduring the n'xties.
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(AES cont. from page athree).
would be put together by anew tripartite
(TUC/CB1/Govt.) national planning body; And
having estimated the size of the cake in adva-
nce negotiators will "have amore reliable
guide to the likely movement of costs prices
and earnings in other sectors and this would
undoubtedly provide a better and more consis-
tent basis forcollective bargaining." In other
words by ‘opening the books‘ and giving the
TUG a share in the task of setting wage norms
the unions will have the ammunition they need
to sell low wage settlements to the workforce.

Just as with the Social Contract the price
of union-cooperation in wage restraint is a
political trade off. The repeal of Tory union
legislation and more power for the unions with
the establishment of the new tripartite Nation-
al Enterprise Board, National Planning Body.
National Investment Bank and involvement in
planning-through local and sectoral planning
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agencies. The ;TUC will also be given anumber
of reforms to help sell support for a Labour

\-

govt'.§fThe _gmos't important from the unions
point" of'vi'ew are the Workers Participation
schemes. designed to increase union control I
over the shop floor as we've demonstrated. in
previous bulletins, and a massive packageL;_of_LL
state investment in public works. The Labour
leadership are being carefully-vague about l
their plans for such an expansion of public
spending; but the TUC's plan The Reconst-
ruction o£'Britain give an idea"_of the sort

1

of thing we can expect. Increased spending on
the inner cities, Nl-IS, education. social secu-
rity and pensions,f“a massive house building
and renovation .prograrnme. (gay newL sewerage
system, more motorways, rail electrification,
completion of the System X telephone exchange
network. a public insulation programme. more
power stations etc. etc. This together with a
cut in VAT, some of import controls and
a manpower education and training strategy
is the TUC's plan for recovery. Like all the
alternative plans recently put forward, it has
been "tested on the Treasury‘ s model of the
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economy“} This model - available for use by
anyone who wants to - has become the battlegr-» t
ound for infighting serene the various ‘factions
joetlinig for power or influence. It consists of
600 equations and once fed with a large number
of assumptions about variable factors it offers
predictions about the likely outcome of different
policies. Though "the 'policie st’ tested are never
likely to be followed in practise and the models
are highly artificial representations of reality“
(Cambridge Economic Policy Group), it offers
politicians a sophisticated version of wargarning.
Its attractions to‘ those anxious to get their
hands onto control of the economy will be
obvious. Over the last year the Guardian has
been filled with simulation and counter simulat-
ion. e l

The point of interest for workers in this war
ofeconometric horoscopes, is that the basic
argument has become the need for wages policy.
The LT-UC refuse to contemplate this (they know
theyLcan't sell it to their member unions since
free collective bargaining is a major source of
their power over their member s), so the Labour
leadership tied to the unions financially and -
politically (the block vote) equally limit them-
selves to vague talk of a ‘new social contract‘.
(For the same reason leadership candidates
like Benn also refu-seto contemplate it. )
However the be st'resultsr.produced on the -
Treasury model all involve either severe wage
restraint or even cuts. (Hence Howe‘s recent
pronouncements on the need for even lower pay
rises.) And while the leadership refuses to talk
about it, others less hampered by the need to
be careful provide a clear insight into whats in
store. Take for example the writings of Micheal
Meacher, usually described as a ‘prominent
Bennitte‘ - and remember this is the radical
version (1) y ' i

According to him on coming to power
Labouristrategy would be to devalue the pound f
by 3L5“/odor so _-"which would creates million or
so jobs" as British goods become more inter- L
nationally competitive and so an export drive
can commence. This of course assumes that
other countries dont retaliate by doing likewise.
Equally it means that "the unions and professio-
nal and managerial associations accept Na firm i
policyon incomes so that the huge job creating
potential ofthis (exercise is not dissipated in a
pay spiral to protect real living standards. This
willrequir-e a genuine and substantial qui‘d“pro
quo, not just another rhetorical social contract ‘-
to dress. up naked wage restraint". Is this a
quid pro quo with the workers - no, as we =
learn two sentences later "lo power terms the -
obverse of planning of incomes is planningof
production, inve stment-~and trade, and" joint '
control at company and plant level. between-
local management and TU[ worker r"epresenta- t
tives over all those decisions now unilaterally -
determined by management outside the current t
scope of collective bargaining is akey part of
the AES via planning agreements“. In other

H? M r tr rr ‘(H/z
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words the standard left demand to trade "living
standards for participation by our represent-
atives inthe system which determines them.
Meacher continues "realistically a money sac-
rifice would, no doubt, still require a speciffic-
allymonetary compensation. This could be
either government repayment, after say 3 to 5
years, of a proportion of workerslincome tax
asindex linked savings according to the degree
of, pay restraint, or better still, ' once planning
agreements were in place, a right to share in
the firms capital appreciation tomorrow to.
match pay restraint today. " In other words
workers; should invest their labour power and
current so called living standards into future
capitalist recovery and the hope of at slightly
improved standard of alienated life in the
future. If you believe that presumably you'll
not only vote for Benn, but you still hang stock-
ings up at‘:-tmas. This of course isn't the end of
the ggoodinews - devaluation will increase the

. -_ ,.

prices of imported goods, and Meachers policy
means no domestic reflation for 18 months

_n- _

"lest the export drive is deflected into satisfying
home demand". Oncethe maximurn number of
jobs have been created by the export drive then
"modest" reflation can take place via.~- Govt.
investment accompanied by import controls -
in other words the introduction of the AES
proper. 18 months of working our arses off i'
for nothing. In reality of course it will almost
certainly take a Labour govt. a couple of years
to impose effective pay restraint after an '
initial round of high wage claims. And at least
that long to establish the sort of participation
inplanning that will be needed to police it at

-uh I

local level. Ihe Cambridge Economic Policy
Group - instrumental in developing the AES and
much respected in socialist economic circles  
have become increasingly gloomy about the
ability .Of_'_the AES to reduce unemployment
bel_ow_two_~million in the life of a single govt.
(The Labour party promise to reduce it below
a million on‘_1;he basis of a less radical package
than Meachers). Still given that the ABS is likelg Y
to fail, in its attempts to speedily set capitalism
on its feet, Meacher still exposes the reality of
it for workers. (All the quotes are from an
article entitled Models not Rhetoric in the .
New Statesman 14/8/81). In May this year he i
made, it,¢v.en clearer "the anti-inflation thrust

- - 4

of the alternative policy involves the_pr oviso
._,

that the growth of earnings will not exceed the
movementvof the retail price index by more
than l to 3 per cent. It cannot be stressed too
str onglyhowever that this is not a traditional I
incomes policy when the latter has always
hithert.o'_i_nvolved a cut in wages, and that is
not planned here. '1, Presumably this is not a
traditional incomes policy in the sense that
its intended it should last for more than a year
or two before breaking down. ‘(quoted from a
Guardian article). _ I

The truth behind the ABS becomes clearly

J.
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visible. Its the programme of a section of the
bourgeoisie for shifting the balance of power
in their direction. To implement such a strat-
egy would require the cooperation of workers
-thus rhetorical inducements are held ‘out .- -

O

an "end" to unemployment, a rise in the
standard ofwelfare state benefits (lucky us!)
and in the future the chance to develop ourself
vets with the opportunity to purchase more ‘ I
commodities and more alienated leisure. Of
course three or four years of austerity measures
before any tangible material gains are seen,
will be necessary as a result of the "depthof
the crisis" that “thatcherism“ and/or the
"British economic crisis" have brought us to.
The-re will however be an immediate reduction
in unemployment - not among workers however
but among the new generation of planners and
policy makers who will staff the new corporat-
ist institutions the AES calls for.Not that I p_[
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material gain is the sole aim. The oppor"tunity
to participate in running capitalism will be
payment ‘enough for many. ~Its been the dream
of a section of the meritocracy ever _since the
experience of govt. regulation and state direc- F
tion during thealast war. _

As the prospects of an early election to cash
in on the Falklands factor (dressed up as a
showdown with wreckers and troublemakers,
as industrial discontent starts up again after l
three years of quiescence) are discussed, the
chances of seeing the AES applied recede with
Labours prospects. Workers thus face not
only a further attack on their living standards
such as they are, but equally the use of_the
AES as an ideological barrier to effective
opposition. s

Clearly only autonomous working class
action will resist this attack. But equally
clearly, beyond such temporarygains, none of
these problems can be solved within capitalism
whatever schemes for remodellingeit are put -  
forward. The ABS has nothing to of-fer yworkersi
and if they dont want to be crushed by the
impending corporatist barbarism alternative
economic strategy must be kicked offthe agen-
da and an autonomous revolutionary strategy
put on it. '

In the next issue of the bulletin I hope to
complete this look at the ABS by examining its-
other face as ideology within the new left
consensus.t I i"
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FANCY THAT

They ‘re nationalised the trades union movement
It may be queer but it's true

B . “Sir Bill and a board of directors
Sit in offices
Representing e
Me, us and you.

The thing now
P" ls to make

Shop stewards
__H_H Productive

"~ And help out
The king private sector

By efficient
Official it
Strike action

And swift arbitration
Next day.

Sir Bill says
' Professional trades unions

See to it
That nothing explodes.

We're serving Britain
the public
our members

- And as to demands

t But we'll manage the lot
i And end any

Disputes
With machinery
For settling grievance
And getting the rate

ii" For the job. .

But the one thing
The govemment
Consumers
The board

i Wo’nt stand for
And

' that
is

a mob;

’I'.BelH.n.
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Just before Xmas the LWG spent some time discusing the Aims
and Principles which have been printed in the bulletin, with
only minor changes, ever since the group was formed nearly five
years ago. The upshot was a new statement of the groups
function (see inside front cover). After much argument the old
statement of aims (agreed to be inadequate by everyone) was
scrapped and not (as yet) replaced. Partly because it was felt
the new statement of function reflected the basis of the groups
politics, in the idea that ormnisafion is ormnisation of tasks
and not ‘around’ a platform, and partly because no new satis-
factory statement of aims was produced. Below we print the
rejected draft, produced by three members. Any comments on
it (bearing in mind that it has been rejected as a statement of
group aims) would be very welcome.

The human race has long had the potenfial to create a society
based on peoples needs and desires. The main obstacles to the
realisation of such a society are the capitalist system of comm-
efliw ntoduction. es ‘Ia‘§6fi_r"'é‘fi3*lflie compan-
struggle for profit; and the existing network of power relations
rooted ‘ifi5'1iéa5sas, division and hierarchy. The social relations,
institutions, and ideology of capitalism pervade all aspects of
social life, therefore we recognise the importance of organised
struggle in all areas. As a goup we concentrate on the workp-
lace, not because we define class strugme purely in terms of
production, but because the workplace is a ltey centre of class
confrontation. . _
In fully integrated capitalist societies workers are all those,
waged or unwaged, employed or unemployed, who are ,e;rploit-
as and oppressed by Capitalism, andflwhohavseuneither control
are own pmaeeere nor over the productive

of others?R'evol’uEEinii"iiirolses peoples struggle to lib-
erate their productive acdvity and thus cease to be “workers”
-- people whose activity and ~.'alue are defined by capitalism.
This struggle is the taslt of the entire working class : the impo-
rtance of industrial and waged worlrers is that their position
within capitalism gives them a lever to undermine it. Revolution
means seizing not the em'sting means of production, but their
potential for a better society. It has nothing to do with self-
managing or democratising aspects of mtisting society.
Reforms can offer no lasting benefit to the working class. All
reform is now aimed at the desperate attempt of capital to
regenerate itself at the mtpense of the working class. The
ideology of reformism, as mtpressed by unions and "left-wing
parties only serves to perpetuate capitalism. That is the real
function of these groups. ' '
We are opposed to all hierarchy and dogma and believe that the
emancipation of the woriters is the task of the workers thems-
elves. Hence our oppontion -to all political parties. Our aim for
the achievement _of a free is based on our needs and
defires, not on any subserrience to ideology.
We support all actions that tend towards workers autonomy as
has been briefly experienced by revolutionary workers councils.
Aminst the background of capitalisms inherent instability, such
actions can call into qumtion in ability to survive, and demon-
strate the potential for a worldwide clamlem, stateless society.



ADERSHIP
Never since the days when l played my part
in the now famous uprising of Clydeside
apprentices in 1937, which, spreading
nationwide, became an historical landmark
establis.l-urjg Union negotiating rights and ;
decent wages then, for apprentices, have l ii
ever been able, because of my nature,i
convictions, intelligence and experience to l
recognise the Trade Union leadership rolel
as being other than serving the members as
distinct from being a servant of the
members. A servant is one who has no
right to think for himself, but has'to do as
he is told, whereas an appointed or elected
Trade Union Official exists to serve his
members by applying all his knowledge,
experience and vision to whatever problem
confronts his members,‘ form a view, and
thereafter seek to have his members accept
hisiudgernent. ~
of they don't, they don"t, and that's that. .
To act otherwise reduces one’s role to that T
of a postman, and causes you to lose

ust become at "nothing" in life. i
BRlTlSH. LEYLAND. lCARSl '
With this background testimony, I trust our
1% million members will bear with me
when I utilise this last 1981 Editorial to
comment on the recent BL crisis, in which I
played a not unimportant role preventing it
being a national catastrophe. "
My views may .help-members, Shop
Stewards, local and national Officials, in
sirhilar though not so widely publicised
;circumstances during ‘I982, onwards. l
Whatever the causes, and they were
numerous, including both Management
and Trade Union inadequacies, this
Company was bankrupt--finished, until
Michael Edwardes, having been appointed
by Tony Benn to the NEB, was thereafter
transferred by Eric Varley to BL, to try to
saveitpv B
lt,,_thu_s became a natlonalised industry,
with a _Boar_d appointed on behalf of the
Nation to bestewards of our first publicly
‘owned groupof car plants.
To save it not only required majgr surgery,
which the ' workers voted for, but

aersonality, dignity, and respect, and you

Jgupnal December. 1%

E T
phenomenal conunuing public investment,
paid for by our 50 million tax payers, and

needs be--l Cl8ClClBCl on balance t
recommend the workers to accept, which I

not just the 58,000 fax payers employed in did "'""¢l93llY afid lJ"9lill-llV°¢B"Y-
BL.
Thus, unlike most other car companies,
until its corporate plan is fulfilled, it will.
continue to remain on National Assistance
for a few more years yet. . .
The Government claims ihat assets ll/ours
and mine) invested in BL, total one billion,
700 million pounds--more than the
Government's annual budget for the whole
of British industry. ‘ ~
THE SETTLEMENT -
The final settlement established the
following rates for a thirty-nine hour
week:-—
Grade 39-Hour Grade Rate

- 1 r £108.60
2 £99.55
3 £97.60
4 £89.70
5 £81.60

lam glad they did accept, ‘But . . . ll‘

THE ‘GRAND OLD DUKE OF YORK’
STRATEGY
My ‘But . . .' refers to three issues. First,
the policy of the British Trade Union
Movement is that there must be no in-
terference by any government, in free
wage bargaining, hence I didinot agr
with the politicians who raised the issue in
the ‘Commons’ asking the Government to
stepin. " ‘ ' ‘ G
Secondly, when we reached the end of the
road, l thought it was weak and vacillating
for a small majority of the General
Secretaries present to refrain from giving
leadership by deciding ‘to refer the
proposals to the membership without a
recommendation. “ *
This is not Leadership. ~

Plus bonus at present averaging £11.50 per THEWAY FORWARD. "
week, a guaranteed bonus of £3.75 each
week, and negotiations aimed at con-
solidating this by November 1, 1982, and
_approximately £1 more in the premium
‘bearing rates, covering overtime, shifts,
and night shift. - T
‘With all the re-tooling and new-lay-out,
bonus earning capacity should go off like a
‘bomb’ overthe next six months; already

- | - e v

many are e_arnings £20 per week bonus.

But equally important is the Com-
pany's recognition that workers’
representatives must play a more
positive role in the strategy decision
processes, including e new procedure
agreement to facilitate this.

_ -. ."Et"', ".
I ._-'-.-‘

I strongly urged Sir_Michael Edvvardes to be
more repentant and pragmatically gracious
iregiardingfihe offensive letter his _Board
issued over his signature, but he wasn't;
nevertheless, having regard to all cir-
cumstances and the resoluteness of the
Government not to interfere by feeding in
more money for wages--their intention
being to let the Company be dismantled if

, .

And this ‘is the third issuerelating to my
‘But . . .'. '
Whatever happens m BL (Cars) makes
national and international news. Many
powerful people and institutions, both here
and abroad, would like to see it fail.
Sir Michael Edwardes and his Board don't.
The organised British Working Classes
can't afford to let BL lCarsl.~lail. .
Thus the new opportunities which the
agreement gives to have Shop Stewards
participate fully in strategic planning,
together with a new procedure agreement,
must be fully exploited now, and a new
relationship forged between the stewards
of the Nation's assets (the Board), and the
Trade Union,_Stewards, under the guidance
and control oftheir Union Executives.
If, for any ideological reason,‘ ‘individual
representatives from either do not wish io
participate, then they must be cast aside.
This great experiment in this important
section of industry cannot be allowed to be
retarded by anyone, vvhatever their
position. .
Time is not on our side.

L‘
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MANAGEMENT can new mut-
age, ---is---» a- -refrain echoing
through West Midlands indus-
try. This is what it director of
-one Birmingham engineering
company had to say about urht
nuuulnts to a revolution in rc-
laticns with the shop floor.

“ The initiative has srszitchzd.

Before, tmion wer had to be AUEW had enmwnous power
seen to he beggved. The shop
stewards had petrified th_e pre-
vious management into ssming
agreements that there would be
no visits to the shopflour by
management _ without prior
notice. ‘When I arrived it was
near anarchy. When I went
clown to the shopflocr, thee
shop stewards pressed round
me wanting to know what '1
wanted. The power of th
unicnirwas so great that there
was total confrontation all the
time--even in the most mim-
dime activity. New we get total
co-opuation in spite of what
we have done to them through
the tremendous cut-backs we
have hi to make. _
gm " F-r ,_ ,..' f_,..

here on the sbepfloor. We were
in the some lodge as Robinson
(Red Rchbo) and when he
went, n helluva lot of militancy
went out of the gates.
Edwards: did a damn local job
there.

“ Will the new mood endure?
Well, you still get umon leadefs
saying ‘you wait, our day will
come,’ -but the redundancies
have lot rid of the trouble-
makers who came to power in
the 19605. 'We’vc taken put 30
of them who were like I
cancer. Even if you were bank-
rupt and the liquidator was
lacking the gates, tbes’d_ Still
luv; Ind a mun yen. But the
more thong l ones realisethat what an blessed has

D - .

been for the good. They are
more‘ sensible. If we have
become toulher, we have
matched the shopfloor redun-
dancies. The board‘: been
halved, the lavish directors’
dining room has gene and so
has their waitrels. We've
tackled all the sensible visible
things.

" Communications have im-
proved a lot. Before we told
the shop stewards and they
-tnld the men what they wanted
them to hear. New we re intro-
ducing a pieceratc system to
control wage drift. And at the
invitation of the shop stewards,
we are meeting than and the
{nan ll! groups of 40 ts explain
rt. We've got a lot of confidence
in our future snow.”


